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Abstract
In this thesis a performance analysis of Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms in IP
(Internet Protocol) networks is presented. IP QoS mechanisms are surveyed and
classified as either non-fractional service rate reserved or fractional service rate
reserved. We show that most mechanisms supporting Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) are non-fractional service rate reserved, while most supporting
Integrated Service (IntServ) are fractional service rate reserved.
Among the non-fractional service rate reserved mechanisms, the focus is on two
fundamental ones -- Threshold Dropping (TD) and Priority Scheduling (PS), from
which many others, including Random Early Detection (RED) and RED with In
and Out (RIO), are derived. Among fractional service rate reserved mechanisms,
we specifically examine the loss behaviors of Latency Rate Servers (LR Servers),
to which most well known mechanisms such as Generalized Processor Sharing
(GPS), Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) or Packet-by-packet version GPS (PGPS)
and Worst-case Faire Weighted Faire Queuing (WF Q) belong.
There are two issues addressed in this dissertation. One is how well do the
scheduling mechanisms which support Diffserv provide various QoS levels. The
second is the performance behavior, particularly the loss rate, of the various QoS
mechanisms under a worst case scenario, when the input buffer of the server is
finite. We also determine the arrival process that will result in the maximal average
loss rate. The first issue is addressed with a performance analysis and subsequent
comparison o f TD and PS. A method for approximating the mean delay and loss
for PS is proposed, and the results are verified with simulations. The second issue
has been addressed by analyzing the loss behavior o f LR servers. In particular, the
arrival process that results in the maximal average loss rate for individual sessions
o f LR server is determined. Formulae for calculating the average loss rate are then
derived, and zero loss buffer requirements for LR servers are obtained.
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A cronyms
ALQD

Approximated Longest Queue Drop

AF

Assured Forwarding

BOL

Burst Over Latency

CBQ

Class Based Queuing

Diffserv

Differentiated Services

EF

Expedited Forwarding

FCFS

First Come First Served

GPS

General Processor Sharing

IntServ

Integrated Services

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

LR Servers

Latency Rate Servers. QoS mechanisms belong to fractional
service rate reserved scheduling mechanisms, where packets
from individual applications are guaranteed a minimum
service rate.

PHBs

Per Hop Behaviors

PS

Priority Scheduling

QoS

Quality of Service

RSVP

Resource Reservation Protocol

RED

Random Early Detection
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Symbols
(a)+

max {a, 0}

A /z.t)

the amount of traffic of session j that leaves the bucket and enters
the network during (x,t]

bi(t)

the token bucket state at time t

bs

token bucket state (number of tokens in the bucket)

Bi

the set o f sessions that are busy in the time interval (tu,ti)

B(t)

the set o f backlogged sessions at time t

Cj

the maximum rate at which the bits of session j can leave the bucket

Dj'

the maximum delay for session j

FP

the time at which packet p will finish service under GPS

Fpw

the time at which packet p will finish service under WFQ

g

average reward per transaction of the system if it started from state
(bs,qs) and the number o f transitions m is large

grj

guaranteed service rate for session j
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__________Glossary o f Acronyms and Symbols_____________ xiil
¥ t)

the sequence number o f the packet at the head o f the session j ’s
queue

h(bs,qs)

_

relative value o f the policy. It initially represents the intercepts at
m=0 of the asymptotes o f ys (m)

ki

the input buffer size o f session i at the server

Kt

input buffer size, it also means the zero loss buffer size for Bang
Bang policy

L max

the maximum packet size

n

the number of the session busy period

N

the number of states that the Markov process may have

bsj
Pd

the transition probability from state bs to state j in next transition
the transition probability from state (l,kj) to state (l,kj) in next
transition. The probability equal to

p (Q)

Packets drop probability

qs

the input buffer queue

Q iti-)

the queue length o f session j just before time aj

Qj'

the maximum backlog for session/

Qfi)

the amount of session i traffic queued in the server at time t

Q

average queue length
the reward obtained when the Markov process make a transition
from state bs to state j
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_________ Glossary o f Acronyms and Symbols_____________ xrv
R(s)

the reward to be expected in the next transition out of state bs

Sj(T,t)

the amount of traffic served in an interval (x,t] for sessions j

S>j(T,t)

the service received by the traffic o f session j that arrived during
time interval of (x,t]

s hji<)

the virtual start time o f the packet at the head o f the session j queue

Tdi

threshold for flow i

M

service rate of an server

k

mean arrival rate for flow i

Mi

the allocated service rate for session i at the server

Ustp(t)

Pi
U i(t)

the unit step function
the guaranteed service rate for session i
the function of how the tokens in leaky bucket being used at time t
It is also the rate of increasing of Arrivals Ai(0,t)

us.

the decision to use tokens when system is in state (bs, qs) at time 5

V s(m )

the sum of the expected total earnings in the next m transitions if the
system is now in state bs

V(t)

System virtual time

Wi(T,t)

the amount of service received by session i during (r,t)

a

a constant which determines how fast the mechanism will respond
to changes in the queue length

0

latency of the LR servers
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<h

a positive number which can be interpreted as the weight by which
the service rate is assigned to session j

r

service rate o f the server

( <jj,pj, Cj)

stand for leaky bucket

<Jj

the leaky bucket capacity for session i

pj

the token generation rate

S(t)

the impulse function

td

is the time at which the system is in state (o/,0)

tpi

the token bucket filled up every tp=a^p time units

Tieb.

time required to empty the token bucket

Ttpi

the set of start times o f the periodic arrivals o f session i

p

token interarrival time (/M l/# )

3d

the latency o f each session d busy period (d=l, 2,...n)

ustp(t)

the unit step function

9?i

zero loss buffer requirement (denoted with % ) for BOL

77

the number of arrival period that follows Bang Bang Policy and
BOL policy. ij>0,
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Background

The rapid growth o f new Internet applications make IP networks mission critical
and will provide a future demand for Quality o f Service (QoS) provision. Two
efforts have been made by the IP community to develop standards that support a
variety o f scalable QoS capabilities for IP networks. These standards are called
Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (Diffserv).
The IntServ model is characterised by resource reservation, using the Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) to manage QoS requirements for individual
application sessions. IntServ makes it possible for an application to request QoS
with a high level o f granularity and the best guarantees of service delivery. This
model, however, faces some important difficulties such as the deployment and
scalability o f RSVP and the requirement for an inter-domain policy.
On the other hand, by grouping traffic with similar QoS requirements into an
aggregate and providing consistent treatment for the aggregate, Diffserv is able to
provide scalable QoS capabilities. Diffserv defines configurable types of packet
forwarding (Per-Hop Behaviours), that can provide local (per-hop) service
differentiation for large network traffic aggregates. Diffserv compliments IntServ
to provide a new service model, which enables end to end QoS more effectively
[55].
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For either IntServ or Diffserv, packets o f different sessions belonging to different
service classes will interact with each other when they are multiplexed at the edge
network switches (corresponding to IntServ) and forwarded in the core network
switches (corresponding to Diffserv). Therefore, QoS scheduling mechanisms at
switching nodes play a critical role in providing agreed QoS to applications when
controlling the interactions among the different traffic streams and different service
classes.
The many different QoS scheduling mechanisms proposed in the literature can be
classified into non-fractional service rate reserved and fractional service rate
reserved scheduling mechanisms. For example, Threshold Dropping (TD) [14] and
Priority Scheduling (PS) [31], proposed for the Diffserv Assured Forwarding (AF)
and Expedited Forwarding (EF) Per Hop Behaviours, belong to non-fractional
service rate reserved mechanisms, where there is no service rate guarantee for the
packets of lower priority sessions. Latency Rate Servers (LR Servers) [13] belong
to fractional service rate reserved scheduling mechanisms, where packets from
individual applications are guaranteed a minimum service rate. A key example is
Weighted Fair Queue (WFQ) [3], which is potential QoS scheduling mechanism
for IntServ and an alternate means to PS for Diffserv EF implementation. WFQ
can be proved to be an LR server [13]. It also has been proved that General
Processor Sharing (GPS) [3], Worst case Fair WFQ (WF2Q) [28], Self Clock Fair
Queue (SCFQ) [18] and Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [37] are all examples of
LR Servers [51].
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The Quality o f Service (QoS) o f a packet network is indicated by a combination of
criteria that include loss probability, delay and delay jitter. To provide a guaranteed
QoS network requires the determination o f whether it has sufficient resources to
meet the required service level. A key issue is a quantitative understanding of the
performance arising from the various proposed QoS mechanisms, in terms of
packet delay and packet loss rate. Future networks are likely to be heterogeneous
in terms o f scheduling mechanisms used in servers. Therefore another significant
issue is the performance behavior, particularly loss behaviors under the worst case
scenario for this broad range of scheduling mechanisms.
This thesis addresses these two issues in IP networks. The initial approach to
analyze the performance of two Diffserv mechanisms —Threshold Dropping (used
in Assured Forwarding) and Priority Scheduling (used in Expedited Forwarding) in
terms of packet loss and mean packet delay. To further examine the per hop
behavior of PS, an analytical model is developed based on non-preemptive priority
queues. The focus then shifts to the most widely used scheduling mechanisms, LR
servers. The traffic arrival process that will result in the maximum average loss
rate is determined. The upper bound of the average loss rate and the zero loss
buffer requirement o f a corresponding session are derived. Numerical results are
verified with simulations. The significance of this study is that it provides a better
understanding o f network per hop behaviors and the resources requirements for the
worst case scenario at a switch, where a broad range o f scheduling mechanisms
may be deployed. This would be helpful to network providers designing and
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provisioning future IP networks.

1.2 Contributions Resulting From T hesis
This dissertation has classified the many QoS mechanisms into fractional service
rate reserved and non-fractional service rate reserved mechanisms. Performance
analysis o f these QoS mechanisms has been done to determine how well the
DiffServ supported QoS mechanisms, most o f which are non-fractional service rate
reserved type, perform in providing various levels o f QoS requirements. The focus
has been on the two basic Diffserv mechanisms - TD and PS. Another important
issue, the loss behaviours o f a broad range o f scheduling mechanisms called LR
servers, has also been addressed in this dissertation.
The contributions o f the dissertation are as follows:
1

Determinations o f packet loss and mean packet delay o f the TD mechanism
with two arrival traffic flows.

2

Observation o f the impact o f the variable threshold o f the non-preferred
flow on packet loss and mean packet delay.

3.

A clear tradeoff between packet loss and mean packet delay for preferred
and non-preferred flows is observed in PS when buffer allocation changes.

4.

Presentation o f an approximate method for calculating the packet loss and
the mean packet delay o f non-preemptive Priority Scheduling with a finite
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buffer and two traffic flows. The accuracy o f this method has been
confirmed with simulations.
5.

Development o f simulation models for PS with three traffic flows. Results
show that highest priority flows can meet the requirements o f Expedited
Forwarding.

6.

Extension o f applications o f the theory o f LR servers to include packet loss
rate evaluation for LR servers. Derivation o f the maximal average loss rate
for Latency Rate Servers for the worst case scenario.

7.

Observation o f zero loss buffer requirements in LR server systems and
comparison between different arrival processes.

8.

Determination and proof of arrival processes that will result in the maximal
average loss rate for an individual session o f an LR server when the traffic
is leaky bucket smoothed.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is organized as follows:
C h ap ter 2 reviews the literature on QoS scheduling mechanisms in IP networks.
QoS scheduling mechanisms are classified into non-fractional service rate reserved
and fractional service rate reserved scheduling mechanisms. This chapter also
presents the key issues arising from the literature, which are addressed in the
thesis.
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Chapter 3 presents the analysis of non-ffactional service reserved mechanisms. In
this part, two Diffserv mechanisms, TD and PS, are examined. Packet loss and
mean packet delay in TD and PS are compared, based on the same level of packet
loss for the preferred flow. Further analytical results for PS mechanisms are
presented.
Chapter 4 analyses the fractional service rate reserved QoS mechanisms. A broad
range o f scheduling mechanisms that belong to the fractional service rate reserved
class (i.e. LR servers) are described. Using the LR server framework, the
maximum average loss rate of an LR server is derived for the worst case scenario.
The arrival process that results in the maximal average loss rate is determined and
proof is provided. Numerical results are then verified with simulations.
Chapter 5 presents a case study to extend the study of the arrival processes that
follows the Bang Bang policy to LR servers. Simulations and numerical results are
presented to verify the calculation of maximal average loss rate of a session in an
LR server under the worst case scenario and to compare the zero loss buffer
requirements for the arrival processes that follow Burst Over Latency (BOL) and
Bang Bang policy.
Chapter 6 provides summary of this dissertation, conclusions and future research
work.
Appendix
Appendix provides the full text of the publications based on the dissertation.
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1.4 Publications Based on the Thesis
I.

D. Jia, E. Dutkiewicz and J. Chicharo “Performance Analysis o f QoS
Mechanisms in IP Networks”, ISCC2000

II.

D. Jia, J. Chicharo E. Dutkiewicz “Understanding Traffic Behavior - An
Approximation Method For Computing Packet Loss and Mean Packet
delay in Non-preemptive Finite Priority Queues”, PAM2000
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Chapter 2
QoS Scheduling Mechanisms in IP
Networks
2.1

Introduction

Current IP networks (such as the Internet) mostly offer a best effort service, where
the performance o f a session can degrade significantly when the network is
overloaded. This is because packets from different connections interact with each
other at switches where they are multiplexed. There is an urgent need to provide
network services with performance guarantees, and hence mechanisms to support
these guarantees. One o f the key issues in providing guaranteed performance
service is the choice o f packet scheduling mechanisms.
This chapter surveys the scheduling mechanisms proposed for Diffserv and IntServ
and classifies them based on the fractional service rate reservation. This survey and
classification identify key issues in the performance o f QoS mechanisms that will
be addressed in this study. Section 2.2 discusses the QoS requirements for future IP
networks. In section 2.3 after a survey o f QoS mechanisms, a classification of
scheduling mechanisms based on service rate reservation is proposed for all work
conserving schedulers. This classification outlines the methodology that has been
adopted in the analysis o f QoS mechanisms in the thesis. Based on the survey and
classification o f the QoS mechanisms, section 2.4 discusses the key issues in the
performance o f QoS mechanisms that will be addressed in the following chapters.
D. Jia
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2.2 QoS Requirements for Future IP Networks
The Internet is making the transition from a best effort service model, where traffic
is processed as quickly as possible without guarantees o f delivery, to one that can
provide differentiated predictable service levels for specific QoS requirements.
This transition is driven by the rapid transformation o f the Internet into a
commercial infrastructure and rapidly developed demands for service quality [8]
[15] [21] [41]. Introduction o f these services implies that future IP networks need
to discriminate between different packets, in contrast to existing best effort
networks, which treat all packets equally.
Service quality in the Internet can be expressed as the combination o f network
imposed delay, jitter, bandwidth and reliability [22]. Greater delay places higher
stress on the operating efficiency o f the Transport Control Protocol (TCP). This is
because increasing delay can result in deterioration o f the sensitivity of the
protocol to short term dynamic changes in network load. High levels o f jitter can
cause very conservative round trip time estimates to be made by the TCP protocol
which result in inefficiency in re-establishing a data flow connection.
For multi-medium applications such as interactive video, the introduction of delay
can causes the system to appear unresponsive. Bandwidth shortage may lead to
overflow o f the input buffer at a switch and packets that find the buffer is full are
lost [11]. The levels o f services required by applications may vary and the service
providers are willing to not waste resources while provide guaranteed QoS to their
customers.
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According to these measurements o f service quality, it is required that future IP
networks provide differentiated and guaranteed services. It will thus be essential
for future IP networks to provide QoS applications in a customer specific manner
such as gold, silver and bronze services and to guaranteed service for applications
requiring fixed delay and loss rate.
In practice, the combination o f IntServ (RSVP) and Diffserv will be required in
providing end-to-end and top to bottom QoS [10] [19][55]. One example o f this
idea is illustrated with Figure 2.1. O f course, the national wide or international
wide combination o f IntServe and Diffserv requires the co-operation among
different network operators.

Figure 2.1

Illustration

of the conbination of IntServ mechanisms

(RSVP) with

Diffserv

Efficient support o f the requirements in providing differentiated service and end to
end performance will however require implementation o f various QoS mechanisms
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in different parts o f the network. It is widely accepted in the literature and
evidenced by industrial vendors that mechanisms will still be needed to provide
QoS to applications [1 ] [4] [5] [29] [30] [33] [36] [39] [50]. Various mechanisms
and protocols proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for
integrated and differentiated services seek to provide interoperable, customisable
solutions in this area [10] [19] [24] [42] [53]. The next section will survey and
classify these various mechanisms.

2.3 C lassification

of

Qo S Scheduling Mechanisms

As stated in section 2.2, service differentiation and guaranteed performance are the
QoS requirements o f future IP networks. In this section, the various QoS
scheduling mechanisms proposed in the literature for IntServ and Diffserv will be
surveyed and categorized for further analysis.
There are different Classifications o f QoS mechanisms such as Packet Dropping
Policy (PDP) [56], Traffic Management Algorithms and Packet Service Disciplines
(PSD) [57] have been reported in the literature. Packet Dropping Policy is to drop
packets to reduce traffic congestion and maintain the guaranteed QoS according to
certain policy. In this class, packets are normally served at the server with same
priority. Packet Service Discipline allocates resources according to the reservation
during data transfer, bandwidth-promptness and buffer space. It characterized with
separate queues and service policies for guaranteed service and other packets. A
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service discipline can be further classified as either work-conserving or non-work
conserving.
Although the classification could be done in various ways, in this dissertation, the
classification is made on the basis o f service rate reservations which have
significant impact on the two main factors o f a QoS mechanism—the packet loss
rate and delay. In this classification, all QoS mechanisms are categorized as
fractional

service

rate

reserved

and

non-fractional

service

rate

reserved

mechanisms. Work-conserving PSD falls into the fractional service rate reserved
category while PDP and PS belong to the class o f non-fractional service rate
reserved.
Introducing a new terminology rather than simply using existing categorization
such as Latency Rate Servers (LR Servers)

and non-LR Servers has the

advantages that it makes the dissertation present a clear, simpler structure and issue
focusing.
It is interesting to observe, in the following sections, that most scheduling
mechanisms suggested for Diffserv are non-fractional service rate reserved and
those for IntServ are mainly fractional service rate reserved scheduling
mechanisms.
* Please note LR that LR server is fully defined and elaborated in chapter 4.
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rate reserved mechanisms

Non-fractional service rate reserved scheduling mechanisms are defined as
follows:

For a server attending N packet flows, there are no minimum bandwidth
guarantees fo r flows with lower priority. The output bandwidth is fully shared by
all flows that have been backlogged, in the order o f higher to lower priority or in a
First Come First Served (FCFS) manner.
TD [14], PS [31], RED [46], RIO [7] and buffer management schedulers [43] fall
into the non-fractional service reserved scheduling mechanisms category. A
concept model is illustrated in Figure 2.2. There are N packet flows are attended by
a server with service rate of p. If flow 1 has the highest priority, there is no
minimum bandwidth guarantee for flows 2 to N.
Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

Flow N

Figure 2.2

Non -fractional service

2.3.1.1

F irst C ome First S erved

rate reserved scheduler

First Come First Served (FCFS) is the simplest scheduling mechanism, whose
principle is that packets are served in the order in which they have arrived. Its
implementation is simple and no per flow state maintenance is required. This
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mechanism on its own does not provide delay or rate guarantees. Delay guarantees
are proportional to buffer size, and there are no bandwidth guarantees or flow
isolation, which means that FCFS itself does not support service differentiation.
For this reason, FCFS usually works as a default scheduler in buffer management
schemes such as Threshold Dropping (TD) [11] [14] and Random Early Detection
(RED) [46].

2 .3.1.2

TD, RED AND RIO

TD, RED (Random Early Detection), RIO (RED with In and Out packet) and
Approximated Longest Queue Drop (ALQD) are schemes for deciding which
packets can be stored as they wait for transmission, while the scheduler controlling
the actual transmission of packets is FCFS. We may describe them as conditional
dropping schedulers, and they are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.3.
In the Threshold Dropping mechanism, the decision to accept or discard a packet is
based on the current buffer usage of the flow from the source of the packet. A
packet that reached its threshold in the buffer is dropped. Service discrimination is
supported by assigning different thresholds to packet flows.
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There are some problems that arise in TD. For instance, it can not effectively
prevent the onset o f congestion and, on the other hand, it may always cause
packets to be dropped from same flow. This problem motivated the development of
RED mechanisms. Based on TD, RED randomly drops packets when the buffer
content exceeds a given threshold, so that heavy flows experience a large number
o f dropped packets in case o f congestion. RED scheduling mechanism can be
described using the following components [17].
♦

Computation o f average queue length Q

Qn=(1 ~P) Qn-1*PQn> 0<f3<1
Where Qn is the current average queue length and qn is the current
queue length,

p is a constant value that determines

how fast the

mechanism will respond to changes in the queue length.
♦

Probabilistic packets dropping according to the average queue length

If Q is less than minimum threshold TDmin, there is no packet dropped.
If Q is exceeds the maximum threshold TDmax, all packets are dropped.
Packets are dropped with probability p(Q) where TDmin <Q <TD max.

p(Q)=Pmax(Q_TiDm/n)/(TDmax“TDmin) Where 0<Pmax^1
♦

A counter is used to track the number o f packets accepted in the queue
since the last drop and to avoid the global synchronization problem, i.e.
always dropping packets from same flow. This ensures that packets are
dropped in a random manner.
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According to Floyd, setting pmax to 1 is not recommended and simulations show
that Pmax=0.1 is a suitable setting [17].
RIO is a variant o f RED and inherits all the features o f RED. In addition, by
tagging packets that conform to the connection contract as In packets and those
that don’t as Out packets, it is able to differentiate and penalize packet flows using
more resources than have been contracted with the network. Service discrimination
between In and Out packets can be achieved in RIO in different ways. One way is
to use two thresholds to decide when to start dropping packets. The threshold for In
packets is set higher than the threshold for Out packets. Another way is by using
the same threshold for both In and Out packets but selecting higher dropping
probabilities for Out packets, i.e., pmax_out> Pmaxjn- As in RED, the average queue
length Q determines in which region the scheduling mechanism takes dropping
actions. The regions are congestion control (Q is above the highest threshold),
congestion avoidance (Q is between the thresholds) and normal operation (Q is
below the low threshold). Note that when calculating Q for In packets, the counter
will only count the In packets, while both type o f packets should be counted for
Out packets.
The implementation o f Assured Forwarding (AF) [24], which is one o f the recent
proposed Diffserv Per Hop Behaviors recently proposed by IETF, requires an
active scheduling mechanism to minimize long-term congestion within each
service class while allowing transient congestion resulting from bursts. A resent
study
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implementations.

As

discussed

above,

TD

is a

fundamental

Scheduling

mechanism, and buffer capacity has a significant impact on its QoS. Thus, further
analysis on the QoS performance o f TD and the impact o f buffer threshold and
buffer size is necessary and will be conducted in Chapter 3.

2.3.1.3

P riority S cheduling

mechanism

The Priority Scheduling mechanism provides the ability to support different levels
o f QoS with a rather coarse granularity. Packet flows are classified using a number
o f static priorities, and each flow is assigned to an individual queue. Packets from
lower priority queues are served only if all higher priority queues are empty.
Within each queue, however, packets are served according to the FCFS rule.
Although PS does not readily allow end-to-end performance guarantees to be
provided on a per flow basis, it does offer a certain amount of service
differentiation capability and provides better QoS with low loss, low latency, low
jitter and assured bandwidth for the highest priority flow. This highest priority flow
is independent o f other traffic flows. These features exactly conform to the
requirements o f the Expedited Forwarding PHB o f Diffserv proposed by the IETF
[53]. Like FCFS, PS has a simple implementation. More importantly, PS is a basic
scheduling mechanism in EF from which many other scheduling mechanisms are
derived.
Some examples are Class Based Queuing (CBQ), which aims to solve the
starvation problem o f PS [34] and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) which, apart
from solving the starvation problem, improves the fairness and granularity of PS.
D. Jia
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Because o f this, it is important to conduct a performance analysis o f PS and a
further study on this will be presented in Chapter 3.

2.3.2 F ractional service

rate reserved mechanisms

Fractional service rate reserved scheduling mechanisms can be defined as follows:
I f there are N flow s attended by a single server, the bandwidth allocated to each
flo w is guaranteed with a minimum bandwidth based on its assignedfraction o f the
service rate o f the server. Output bandwidth is fully shared by all backloggedflows
in proportion to their assigned fraction.
According to this definition, a separate queue needs to be maintained for each
packet flow. Some well known scheduling mechanisms, such as GPS, PGPS (or
WFQ), Worst case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing (WF2Q), Self-Clocked Fair
Queuing (SCFQ) [18] and Waited Round Ribbon (WRR) belong to the fractional
service reserved scheduling mechanism category. A general model of scheduling
mechanisms called Latency Rate Server (LR Servers) has recently been proposed
[13]. LR Servers have some new properties but still meet the same definition of
fractional service rate reserved scheduling mechanism [51]. A more detailed
discussion o f this general model and its properties will be presented in Chapter 4.

2.3.2.1

General Processor Sharing

General Processor Sharing (GPS) is generalization of Uniform Processor Sharing
as described in [35], and its packet based version PGPS (or WFQ) is developed by
Parekh [3] and Demers [2]. Based on GPS, PGPS was combined with Leaky
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Bucket [52] rate control [3] to provide flexible, efficient and fair use o f the output
link o f a single node.
The GPS scheduling mechanism is defined with the assumption that the server is
work conserving (i.e. the server is never idle if there is work in the system) and
operates at a fixed rate. Let Sj(x,t) and Sk(x,t) denote the amount o f traffic served in
an interval (x,t] for sessions j and k respectively. A session backlog time period
(x,T] is defined in [3] as that within the time period (session backlog period) the
session queue is not empty at any time te(x,T]. A GPS server is then further
defined with use o f the concept o f session backlog period. For any session j that is
continuously backlogged in (x,t], GPS server has the following properties:
^ - where j , k = 1,2,...,N
fa

Sk(T,t)

a n d are Positive numbers

(2-1)

Where k can be any session from 1 to N.
The positive number fa can be interpreted as the weight by which the service
rate is assigned to each session. If the service rate o f the server is r and a
summation is done for all k of (2-1), it can be found that

S ,-(r,02> * >{t-r)r<j>)
and session j is guaranteed a rate of

grj =

fa

( 2- 2)

' —r

U fa

If B(x) is the set o f backlogged sessions at time x, the service rate o f a nonbacklogged session j will be
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(2-3)

H A
keB(r)

Together with using a leaky bucket to constrain incoming traffic, the GPS
scheduling mechanism guarantees applications with a worst case delay due to the
guaranteed service rate stated in (2-2). The constraint imposed by leaky bucket
(<jj,pj,Cj)

to the traffic o f session j that enters the network is

A j(T ,t)< m in {(-T )C j,(7 j + P j ( t - z ) }

\ / t > z >

0

(2-4)

where Aj(x,t) is the amount o f traffic o f session j that leaves the bucket and enters
the network during (x,t], <jj is the leaky bucket capacity, pj is the token generation
rate and C7 is the maximum rate at which the bits o f session j can leave the bucket
( C j > Pj\

The worst case packet delay for session j is determined by the maximum queue
length and guaranteed service rate for the session. Clearly both queue length and
guaranteed service rate are determined by the arrival process o f all sessions. It has
been shown in [3] that the upper bound o f the session j delay Dj* and queue length
Qj* are achieved for GPS server when Cj>r and every session is greedy starts at the
beginning o f a system busy period. If Dj* is the maximum delay and Qj*is the
maximum backlog for session j , then
Q * = max max Q •(z)
^ J (A\,...,AN) r * 0 J
D * = max max D •( z )
J {A\,...,AN) t>0 J
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J
J
J
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where D (z) = inf{r > z : S •(0, t) = A •(0, z )} - z (2-6)
J
j
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where Sj(x,t) is the amount o f session j traffic served in the interval (x,t] and D j(x)
is the session j delay at time x. Ak is arrival function o f session k where k=l,2, ...,7V.
The system busy period is defined as a maximal interval B such that
N
S j (r, t) = (t - r)r

fo r any x<t and t eB

(2-7)

j =i

Note that the definition o f system busy period here is identical to that given for LR
servers in Chapter 4.
As stated above, GPS is an attractive scheduling mechanism due to its following
features:
♦

Flexibility in treating application sessions differently by varying the <|>j s
without degrading service to other sessions to which different (j)j have been
assigned.

♦

Better and fairer utilization o f output bandwidth is achieved in GPS due to its
work conserving characteristic. The guaranteed service rate and actual service
rate o f each session is proportional to its assigned positive number <|>k where
keB (x).

♦

The delay bound o f an arriving session j bit only relates to its own queue length
and is independent o f the arrivals and queues o f other sessions.

♦

Worst-case network queuing delay guarantees (upper bound) can be provided if
the traffic sources are leaky bucket constrained. This upper bound is given by
(2-7)
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Although there are many attractive advantages in GPS, there are also some
drawbacks to it. The significant drawbacks of GPS are that it can not transmit
packet as entities,

it assumes that backlogged sessions can be served

simultaneously and that traffic is infinitely divisible. These drawbacks make GPS
impractical. Therefore, in next section, some scheduling mechanisms that
approximate GPS proposed are reviewed.

2.3.2.2

W eighted Fair Queue (W FQ ), Worst Case Fair W eighted Fair
Queuing (W F2Q)

and W F 2Q+

The problem o f approximating GPS in packet switched networks has attracted
considerable attention in the literature, and many approaches have been proposed
[2] [3] [12] [18] [28] [40] [48] Among them, the one that is best known is WFQ
and its variations WF2Q and WF2Q+.
At a work-conserving server of a realistic packet system, only one session at a time
can receive service, and a packet can be served only after the previous packet has
been served. WFQ is a work-conserving server, due to its property of serving
packets from all backlogged sessions when the server is idle. In WFQ the finish
time o f packets in the corresponding GPS system is used to decide the packet
service order. If there are N x sessions are backlogged at time x and the server is
ready to transmit the next packet, then from all backlogged sessions, the packet
with the smallest finish time will be served. Let Fp and Fp be the time at which
packet p will finish service under GPS and WFQ respectively, an important result
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established by Parekh [3] is that the delay bound provided by WFQ is within one
packet transmission time difference o f that by GPS. It can be presented as
Fp - Fp<Lmax/r

(2-8)

W here Lmax is the maximum packet size and r is the rate o f the server. This feature
makes W FQ a reference server model for the guaranteed service class in IntServ
[47]. However, this does not mean that the WFQ scheduling mechanism and GPS
provide almost identical service with only a difference o f one packet. In a GPS
system, there may exist N maximum size packets that finish service simultaneously
at time x and no m atter how perfectly the GPS system is tracked, there is the
possibility, due to the arbitrary service order in packet based WFQ systems, that
Fp- FPW=(N X- 1)Lmax/r+ Lmax/(r*c|))
where <|>is the weight o f the session concerned. That is
Fp- Fpw>(Nx-l)L max/r

(2-9)

This means that the time at which a packet departs from WFQ may actually (Nx-1)
maximum packet transmission times earlier than from a GPS system. This
inaccuracy o f WFQ in approximating GPS can have a significant negative impact
on the QoS o f real time service in terms o f delay variance when a link is shared by
a large num ber o f backlogged sessions. Consider the example where 2000
backlogged sessions sharing a 100Mbps link with a maximum packet size o f 1500
bytes. For a real time session reserving 20% (<|)=20%) o f the link bandwidth,
according to (2-9) the packet o f this session may have a delay variance o f 155ms at
one switch node.
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Implementation complexity is another drawback o f WFQ, because, implement
WFQ, it is necessary to track the progress o f GPS. The concept o f system virtual
time and virtual time is proposed for this purpose [3]. There are three virtual times
are used in tracking the progress o f packets being served in GPS. System virtual
time V(t), virtual start time o f S and finish time F o f a packet. S is the time packet
begins to be served if the system is GPS and F is the time that the service is
completed. System virtual time is used to update virtual start and finish time of a
packet in the system when there is an event o f packet arrival or departure to occur.
System virtual time V(t) is defined in [3] as
0
V(t) =

when server is idle

T
t

= t - fM and

t

<tj

-

, i = 2,3,.

( 2 - 10)

U fa
keBi
where Bi is the set o f sessions that are busy in the time interval (ti.i,t,) when the
event o f the i* arrival to or departure1 from GPS occurs. Based on (2-10), the
calculation o f virtual finish time of a packet is given in as follows:
if the ith packet o f session j arrives at time tj1,

S\ + F

where S j = max {Fj 1, V(t j )}

( 2 - 11)

The implementation o f WFQ is based on the virtual time function (2-11). When a
packet arrives, the system virtual time is updated and the virtual finish time is
stamped to it. The packets in the system are sorted based on their virtual finish

1The convention that a packet has arrived or left only after its last bit has arrived or left has been
adopted in this dissertation________________ ____________________ _______ _____________
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time and picked up by the server in an increasing order o f time stamp, i.e. the
packet with the smallest virtual finish time is to be served first. This has a
complexity o f 0(N )[2] [3] [56] where N is the number o f sessions sharing the link.
Under the worst case the scheduling mechanism needs to process N events
(arrivals or departures) for a single scheduling decision, which makes WFQ
difficult to be implemented at high speed.
To diminish the inaccuracy and complexity o f WFQ, WF2Q and a further
refinement WF2Q+ are proposed by Bennett and Zhang [28][26]. WF2Q uses the
Smallest Eligible Virtual Finish time First (SEFF) policy to schedule packets in the
session queue. WF2Q selects the next packet to transmit at time x only from
packets that have started service in the corresponding GPS system. A packet is said
to be eligible at time x if its virtual start time is no greater than the current system
virtual time. The ith packet o f session j is eligible at time x, if only if
S) <

+ r)

(2-12)

By the use o f both virtual start time and virtual finish time, the WF Q scheduling
mechanism achieves a more accurate emulation o f GPS. During any time interval,
the difference between the amount o f traffic transmitted by GPS and WF Q is
within one packet size. Like WFQ, WF2Q still possesses a implementing
complexity o f 0(N ).
WF2Q+ further improves the performance o f WFQ, by using a new virtual time
function and a simplification o f virtual start and finish time, to reduce its
implementing complexity from 0(N ) to an overall complexity o f O(logN) [27].
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The major task associated with WF2Q+ implementation is computing the system
virtual time function and maintaining the set o f eligible sessions sorted by virtual
finish time. Differing from WF2Q, WF2Q+ uses a new virtual time function which
is given in [27] as
V

2

(f + r ) = max{K 2

WF2Q+y

’

(0 + r > min

1 WF2Q+X J

jeB(t)

}

)}

(2-13)

where B(t) is the set o f backlogged sessions at time t, h /t) is the sequence number
o f the packet at the head o f the session j ’s queue and S j

is the virtual start time

o f the packet at the head o f the session j queue.
In both WFQ and WF2Q, virtual start and finish times need to be maintained on a
per packet basis. In WF2Q+, however, only one pair o f virtual start and finish times
is maintained and is updated whenever a new packet reaches the head of the queue.
The updating o f the virtual start time and virtual finish time is also given in [27] as
Fj
s j = ma x (F j, V {a) ))

Q M ~)*0
Qj (a) - ) = 0

(2-14)

L‘
F. = S, +

r</>i
where aj is the arrival time o f the i h packet o f session j and

Q j( a J - )

is the queue

length o f session j just before time a}. L j is the packet length of the packet at the
head o f the session j queue, and $ is the weight of session j. The work of updating
system virtual time and sorting virtual finish times among eligible sessions in
WF2Q+ has a complexity o f O(logN) [23]. It should be noted that WF Q+ has not
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only the same properties as WF Q in terms o f fairness and delay bound, but also
has significantly lower complexity.

2.3.2.3

Latency Rate Server (LR-Servers) Framework

Future IP networks are likely to be heterogeneous in terms o f switches (routers,
gateways), and hence a variety o f scheduling mechanisms may be employed in
these switches.
In this section, a general model for scheduling mechanisms, the Latency Rate
Server, is introduced. The Latency Rate (LR) Server, or simply LR servers, is not
an individual scheduling mechanism but a class (or a category) o f scheduling
mechanisms. LR servers were first proposed by Stiliadis [13] as a general model
for the analysis o f a broad range of scheduling mechanisms employed in a network
and, in particular, for studying the worst case delay behaviour of individual
sessions.
The key feature o f the theory of LR servers is it uses session busy period to
measure service received by the session and identify scheduling mechanisms that
belong to LR servers by comparing the average service rate received with the rate
reserved for the session during the session busy period. Please note that the session
busy period used in LR Server theory by Stiliadis is different from that used in [3].
A session i busy period, as defined in [13], can be interpreted as the maximum time
interval during which the session is continuously backlogged assuming it only
receives reserved service rate. It can be taken as the worst case if a session can
only receive its reserved service rate, as far as the packet loss and delay of the
D. Jia
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session is concerned, when there are more than one backlogged sessions attended
by a server in a work conserving manner. It is also pointed out in [13] that when
same traffic distribution is applied to two different scheduling mechanisms, the
session busy period remains constant if the service rate reserved for the session is
identical. This is the fundamental reason for introducing the session busy period
which makes it possible to analyse the performance o f different scheduling
mechanisms. The theory o f LR server is based on the session busy period, with LR
servers defined as follows:
A scheduling mechanism is an LR server i f there exists an non negative number 0
such that the follow ing inequality hold fo r all times t from the start o f the j th busy
p eriod o f session i till all packets that arrived during this period are served and
vice versa. That is
S itj (r, t) > max(0, / / , * ( / - r - 6))
where 6 is the minimum non-negative number that satisfies the above inequality
and Sij(r,t) is the service received by the traffic o f session j that arrived during
time interval o f (z,tj. pi is the service rate reserved fo r session i. G is also called
latency o f the LR server.
It can be proved that the 0 in the above inequality is the worst case delay seen by
the first packet o f each backlogged session o f the LR server.
Proof:
If there exists a non-negative number 0 (0 >0) such that the first packet of a
backlogged queue of session
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*
time t of the packet. Since the server is LR server, then from the definition
the LR server above we have
S v( r J + 6 ) > p v{t* - r )
S v (r, t + 0*) > juv (t* -

t)

+ juv(6* - 6)

We also know that the packets that served of session

v

at time t*+0 are

identical to that at t +0 (please note that the queue of session v is empty
right before t* and no packet is served after t*). Therefore it is also
observable that
0>

juv(Q* - 0)

which contradicts with the assumption of 0*>0.

There are two important findings regarding LR servers by Stiliadis [13]. One is the
derivation o f upper bounds on end to end delay which extended the work o f [3] [57]
to accommodate a broad range o f scheduling algorithms in an arbitrary ways. This
derivation is based on the assumption o f leaky bucket

( p j, <jj, oo)

constrained traffic

arrivals. The other is the derivation o f zero loss buffer requirements are derived for
the worst case. Within a single LR server, these two findings can be described as:

D

< — L- + 9

(2-15)

rJ

B j <<j j + P j Qj

(2 - 16)

where Dj is the maximum delay o f any packet o f session j in the LR server, Bj is
the zero loss buffer requirements for session j. Oj is the latency o f session j at the
LR server. With the use o f (2-15) and (2-16), one can have a good understanding
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o f the worst case delay behaviour o f an individual session in a network with
heterogeneous scheduling mechanisms.
From the above introduction, it is clear that LR servers are a general representation
o f fractional service rate reserved mechanisms. Chapter 4 addresses key LR server
issues, in particular the worst case average loss rate.

2.4

Performance of QoS Mechanisms: Key Issues

This section summarises the previous ones, and outlines key issues not yet
addressed in the literature.
The Internet is evolving rapidly with an increasing number of applications with
diverse requirements. As discussed in section 2.2, service differentiation and QoS
guarantees are the basic requirements for future IP networks. QoS mechanisms will
play an important role in controlling the amount o f network resources that each
service class can consume, and will provide guaranteed QoS by minimising the
packet loss rate and end-to-end delay. While there is significant work on the
analysis o f various scheduling mechanisms, especially for delay and delay
variation, there are still issues regarding the comparative merits and loss behaviour
o f the various scheduling mechanisms that are not fully understood. In particular,
two key issues are considered in the following chapters. One is how well do the
scheduling mechanisms which support Diffserv providing various QoS levels. This
issue will be addressed in Chapter 3 via a quantitative comparison, which shows
the comparative merits o f the scheduling mechanisms that support Diffserv. In
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particular, the work will focus on their suitability in the DiffServ environment and
will develop analysis techniques. The other issue is the performance behaviour of
the various QoS mechanisms, particularly the loss rate under the worst case
scenario when the input buffer o f the server is finite and determining the arrival
process that will cause the maximum average loss rate. This issue is a critical
dimensioning issue which is not well understood in the literature. To address this
issue, chapter 4 focuses on the performance analysis o f a general model o f QoS
mechanisms —LR servers.
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Chapter 3
Performance Analysis of Non-Fractional
Service Rate Reserved Scheduling
Mechanisms-Threshold Dropping and
Priority Scheduling
3.1

Introduction

According to the classification o f the QoS scheduling mechanisms in Chapter 2,
most Differentiated Services (DiffServ) mechanisms are non-fractional service rate
reserved scheduling mechanisms. DiffServ was proposed as an alternative for
Integrated Service (IntServ) with simplified scheduling mechanisms and protocols.
The DiffServ QoS architecture relies on the definition o f a limited set of local
behaviors which are referred to as Per Hop Behaviors (PHBs). Best effort is the
default PHB in DiffServ. The most recent IETF DiffServ working group focuses
mainly on two PHBs, Assured Forwarding (AF)[24] and Expedited Forwarding
(EF)[53].
In Assured Forwarding, IP packets are classified as belonging to one of N traffic
classes (e.g. N=4). Within a traffic class, a packet is assigned with a level of drop
precedence such as green, or yellow or red. In case of congestion, packets with
lower precedence, e.g. red, will be dropped first. AF PHBs can thus provide
different levels o f forwarding assurance for IP packets. AF packet can expect to be
forwarded with a high probability, as long as the traffic does not exceed its service
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profile (subscribed information rate). It is proposed that the implementation o f AF
uses an active queue management mechanism, such as TD or RED [24].
Expedited Forwarding, also called the Premium Service Scheme, improves on the
current best effort service with low loss, low latency and jitter, and assured
bandwidth. EF traffic should, as suggested in [53], receive a predefined service rate
independent o f the intensity o f any other traffic attempting to transit the node.
Priority scheduling is suggested for implementing EF.
Although there are some other QoS mechanisms proposed in the literature that can
be used in implementing AF and EF, TD and PS are the two fundamental QoS
mechanisms from which the others are derived. Therefore, in this chapter, the
focus has been on the performance analysis and subsequent comparison of these
two mechanisms.

3.2 Analysis of T hreshold Dropping
The Threshold Dropping mechanism forms the basis o f QoS mechanisms such as
RED and RIO. It provides differential service to applications by assigning different
dropping precedences (discard thresholds) to traffic flows. A threshold dropping
mechanism is depicted in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1. T hreshold
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In Figure 3-1, two arrival flows are considered: preferred flow and non-preferred
flow. The preferred flow consists o f packets tagged as in profile (i.e. which do not
violate their traffic contract) and the non-preferred flow consists o f packets tagged
as out o f profile. Preferred flow should receive preferential treatment with respect
to the non-preferred flow. This is achieved in TD by assigning a threshold S. N on
preferred flow packets which arrive to the system when the queue length exceeds S
are dropped. On the other hand, preferred flow packets are only discarded when the
queue length reaches the buffer size M.
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A key consideration is the loss and delay arising from various differential loads
and discard thresholds.
Simulations are designed in ARENA®to look at the loss and delay behaviors of
both preferred and non-preferred flows. The module contains a single server with
two input queues, preferred and non-preferred queues. Packets arrived to the
queues according to Poisson and the packet service time at the server is
exponentially distributed. The arrival rates for both flows are varied using different
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rate to generate packet in the simulation module. Packets arrived in the queue is
counted until the queue is full. The simulation module in ARENA can be depicted
in figure3-2-5.
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Figures 3-2-1 to 3-2-4 showed simulation results for the TD mechanism under
various loads. These results were obtained assuming that preferred and non
preferred flows followed a Poisson distribution with mean arrival rates Aj and
¿2 (both arrival rate have been normalised with respect to service rate),
respectively. The packet service time was assumed to be exponential. The mean
packet delay is normalised with respect to service time. In Figure 3-2, packet loss
and mean packet delay are shown as a function o f X\ and X2 . In this figure the
buffer size is set to M = 100 and the threshold is set to S = 30. As expected,
increasing the load o f the non-preferred flow has little effect on packet loss
experienced by the preferred flow. The mean packet delays o f both flows are
bounded by their respective discard thresholds.
Figure 3-3 shows the impact o f threshold S on packet loss and mean packet delay
o f the preferred and non-preferred flows. In this figure both flows had a fixed load
o f 0.7, the total buffer size was set to M = 100 and the threshold value S was varied
from 10 to 90. Under the above conditions, increasing the threshold value results in
little improvement in packet loss o f the non-preferred flow. However, packet loss
o f the preferred flow increases sharply as the threshold is increased beyond 50.
Increasing the threshold leads to a linear increase in the mean packet delay for both
flows.
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packet loss vs threshold of non-preferred flow
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3.3 Analysis of Priority Scheduling
Priority Scheduling (PS) is a QoS mechanism which could potentially form the
basis o f a Diffserv EF implementation. This however requires that the highest
priority flow in PS receives a guaranteed forwarding rate, independent o f the
intensity o f other flows (a key requirement for EF [53]). This section examines PS
performance, to determine its suitability in an EF environment.
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A Priority Scheduling mechanism handling two packet flows is depicted in Figure
3-4. Packets belonging to the preferred flow receive non-preemptive priority over
packets belonging to the non-preferred flow. Buffer sizes for the preferred and
non-preferred flows are set to K and L, respectively.
K

X

Figure 3- 4

Priority Finite Q ueues

We will first investigate the impact of buffer partitioning between preferred and
non-preferred flows while keeping the overall buffer size constant, assuming that
preferred and non-preferred flows are Poisson distributed with mean arrival rates
X l and X 2, respectively. Packet service time is assumed to be exponential. The
mean packet delay is normalised with respect to service time. The total buffer size
is set at 15.
Figure 3-5 shows typical packet loss and mean packet delay behaviour for
preferred and non-preferred flows as a function o f buffer space allocated for non
preferred traffic. The results show a clear trade-off between packet loss and mean
packet delay for preferred and non-preferred flows when the buffer allocation is
changed.
The cause o f the trade-off is the way of changing buffer size. The over all buffer
size is fixed and the changing o f the buffer size for one flow will automatically
change the buffer allocation to the other. When buffer size for non-preferred flow
is increased, the buffer size for preferred flow is automatically reduced. So the
packet loss for preferred flow is increased accordingly when the packet loss rate
for non-preferred flow declined.
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In Figure 3-5, mean packet delay curves for non-preferred flow show interesting
behavior when the buffer space allocated to non-preferred traffic is varied. The
mean packet delay for non-preferred flow is small when the buffer space allocation
is either small (less than 2) or large (more than 12). This is because when the
allocated buffer size is small, the mean delay is bounded by the small buffer size.
When more buffer space is allocated to non-preferred flow, however, the buffer
space left for preferred flow will be decreased due to the constant total buffer size.
Under this scenario, packets from the non-preferred flow will spend less time
waiting for the queue o f the preferred flow to become empty. This behavior is due
to the fact that we ignore packet re-transmission in our simulation and only
consider the mean delay of those packets that were not dropped from the queue.

3.4 Comparison of T hreshold Dropping and
Priority Scheduling mechanisms
As discussed in the introductory section of this chapter, TD and PS can be regarded
as basic scheduling mechanisms from which the other mechanisms have been
derived. Hence the comparative performance o f these two mechanisms is an
important issue. TD and PS have been analyzed in the literature [49], but the
comparison is based on packet loss probability for the non-preferred flow.
However our performance comparison o f the TD and PS mechanisms aims to
provide a constant packet loss to the preferred flow. Our comparison allows us to
determine the associated loss rate for the non-preferred flow and the mean packet
delay for both the preferred and non-preferred flows.
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We set the two mechanisms with the same total buffer space o f 15 packets and the
link capacity. As in earlier tests the preferred and non-preferred flows were
modeled as Poisson processes. For given arrival rates o f both flows, we varied the
threshold S in the TD mechanism and the buffer size K in the PS mechanism until
the same level (precise to 10'5) o f loss probability for the preferred flow was
obtained from both mechanisms. We then compared the resulting packet loss of the
non-preferred flow and the mean packet delay o f both flows between these two
mechanisms.
The packet loss and mean packet delay results are shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure
3-7, respectively. The mean packet delay is normalized with respect to service rate.
The normalized arrival rate o f the non-preferred flow in both figures is 0.7.
The results o f Figure 3-6 indicate that the TD mechanism has better performance in
terms o f packet loss for the non-preferred flow when the load o f the preferred flow
is light. When the load is heavy the difference in packet loss between the two
mechanisms is negligible. The results o f Figure 3-7 indicate that as the load of the
preferred flow changes, the PS mechanism provides a smaller mean delay to the
referred flow than does the TD mechanism. However, the TD mechanism results in
a smaller mean delay for the non-preferred flow.
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3.5 Performance of PS with three traffic flows
A key requirement for an EF flow is to maintain a specified departure rate from a
Diffserv node, regardless o f the intensity o f other traffic flows [53]. Our previous
analysis o f TD (refer to figure 3-2-1) indicated that the mean packet delay of
preferred flow increases when the load o f the non-preferred flow increases. This
TD feature does not therefore guarantee an EF traffic departure rate independent of
other traffic flows’ intensity. To investigate the effectiveness o f PS in this regard,
we have extended our PS simulation model to three traffic classes. A non
preemptive policy is used in the simulation. The order o f priorities assigned to
traffic flows, from high to low, is flow 1, flow 2 and flow 3. Packet service time
was assumed to be exponential with mean of 1000 packets per service time unit.
The traffic loads and mean packet delay are normalised with respect to service rate
and service time respectively.
The simulation results, as shown in figure 3-8, indicate that the performance of the
lowest priority flow deteriorates greatly as the load o f the other flows increases.
(Note the input buffers for flow 1, 2 and 3 are K l, K2 and K3 respectively).
Figure 3-9 indicates that changing the traffic load for an individual flow (such as
flow 2) has no impact on the highest priority flow in terms o f packet loss
probability and mean packet delay. However, on the other hand, the impact on the
flows with lower priority (e.g. flow 3) is significant. Figure 3-9 shows a higher
packet loss rate o f flow 2 than flow 3. The reason for this is the increased load for
flow 2, compared to flow 3. Figure 3-10 shows that increasing the buffer size for
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all traffic flows will improve the performance o f flows with higher priority in
terms o f packet loss. However, it degrades the performance of the lowest priority
flow, for both packet loss and mean packet delay. From the simulation result we
can conclude that flow 1 will meet the requirements for EF, whereas flow 3 would
provide a best effort service only.
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Low loss, low latency and low jitter are key characteristics o f EF. Therefore, the
key issue in determining the scalability o f a scheduling mechanism for EF in
DiffServ is to examine the queue length o f corresponding traffic flows. To address
this issue, the next section continues investigations into PS performance based on
non-preemptive priority queues, by developing an analytical PS model.

3.6 A n A pproximate PS Performance Analysis
A key requirement for an EF implementation is to engineer mechanisms to provide
high priority traffic with low loss, low delay and jitter [53]. In this section we
continued our investigations into PS performance with an approximate method. As
discussed in the previous section, Priority Scheduling (PS) is a potential

mechanism for Expedited Forwarding (EF). The queue length of traffic flows will
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determine the performance o f PS in terms o f loss and delay. Non-preemptive finite
priority queues arise naturally in practical networks. With the non-preemptive
priority policy, a packet receiving service is allowed to complete its service
without being interrupted, even if a packet o f higher priority arrives in the
meantime.
In [16], Bertsekas and Gallager derive the mean packet delay for non-preemptive
priority queues with infinite buffers. A solution by Sahu et al [49] requires a
knowledge o f the service rate for each individual queue, which may not be known
in practice. May et al [38] only provide a solution to the high priority queue. Both
[49] and [38] assume a preemptive service policy. Blondia [6] provides a method
to calculate the queue length distribution and waiting time distribution. However,
this method is complicated due to the recursive formulas for computing the
Laplace Transform o f the busy period o f the preferred flow and the blocking time
o f the non-preferred flow.
We propose an approximate method for obtaining packet loss and the mean packet
delay for two traffic classes, using a non-preemptive priority finite queue
mechanism. The basic idea o f our approximation method is to decompose the joint
queues in Figure 3-4 into two equivalent individual queues with derivable
equivalent service rates. The results from the approximation method are then
verified with simulations.
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A p p r o x im a t io n M e t h o d

fo r a

PS m e c h a n ism

w ith t w o

SERVICE CLASSES
Consider a router deployed with non-preemptive finite priority queues sharing a
single processor. Also assume that there are 2 classes o f traffic (packet flows) with
different service preferences where class one has non-preemptive priority over
class two. Both two flows arrive at the router according to the Poisson process with
an exponential distributed service time. The mean arrival rates o f classes one and
two are \ and

respectively. A separate queue is maintained for each class.

Since the buffers for both queues are finite (assuming buffer size K is assigned to
the queue with high priority and buffer size L is assigned to the queue with low
priority), all the packets that find queues full are dropped. Packet retransmission is
not considered in this study. We intend to work out the packet loss probability and
the mean packet delay experienced by both flows. The queuing model is illustrated
in Figure 3-4.
We use the following notation:
K

buffer size o f preferred flow.

L

buffer size o f non-preferred flow.

Ko a selected queue length on purpose.
Pij probability that j packets are found in queue i, where /—1,2.
fj

service rate o f the processor which is normalised to 1
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pi

service rate for queue i

X.i

mean arrival rate o f flow i.

pt =—
Mi
at

utilisation factor for queue i

rate that packets are accepted by queue i.

NQi the average number o f packets in queue i.
R

the mean residual time o f the packet in the server

When the queue with high priority is K (buffer queue is full), all following packets
from the flow that find the queue is full will be dropped and hence X\= 0 for the
time when the queue is full. This situation also applies to the low priority queue.
So after some time, the inequation ^¡/pi<l hold. Therefore, all states in this process
will be ergodic [35] and the equilibrium probabilities {Pi} exist.
Under steady state conditions, the probability that j packets are found in queue is
.H X1
given by Pj = P o l l — “ where p 0 = ----- w ._1

.
.
- [35]. The mean arrival rate is

i+ z n —

j= i m > M m

Xq when there is 0 packet in the queue. Hence we have

Pl,0 =
1 + »1=1
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The basic idea o f this approximation is to decompose the joint queues in figure l
into two equivalent individual queues with derivable equivalent service rates. This
will make the above probabilities obtainable. Since the priority is given to flow one
(preferred flow), flow two (non-preferred flow) can only get serviced while the
processor is idle and queue one is empty. If we approximate the service rate of
class one ¡j.x with / / , then the service rate for class two can be derived as
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From now on, the system can be equivalently decomposed into two individual
queues with
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(3-7)

In equilibrium, the average number o f packets in both queues are obtained,
according to [16], as

NQ,

= V

1 ^/>=0

nPl = £ i Q — t K + l i p 'K + K P\
( 1 - p .X I - p ,™)

i+i
NQ2 = Y n P 2 = PlQ — (Z> + l)p 2£ + I p 2
2 ^n=0 2'"
( l - p 2) ( l - p 2i+1)

(3-8)

(3-9)

According to Little’s formula, the average waiting time for the packets in both
queues are

m

and m 2
ax
a2

The mean residual time in the server is [16]

(3-10)

*=ji«,zF
^

1=1

where %] is the second moment o f the service time. When service times are
exponentially distributed [35],
'

= ——.
Mi2

Since a packets in the processor is served at the same rate ju no matter which flow
the packet belongs to, the mean residual time can be derived as

(3-11)

R
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So the mean packet delays for flow one and flow two (preferred flow and non
preferred flow) are
NO
Delay x = R + -----.
al

(3- 12)

Delay 2 - R +

(3-13)

«2

N u m e r ic a l R e s u l t s
The accuracy o f the approximation will be affected by the non-preemptive service
rule when packets from preferred flow find the server is processing packets of non
preferred flow. This can take place particularly when the possibility that the server
attends the packets o f non-preferred flow increases. That is
1) The buffer size o f non-preferred flow is large (compared with preferred flow)
or
2) The load o f non-preferred flow is heavy (for example when the load factor of
the non-preferred flow is equal to 2.0).
In order to verify the accuracy o f the approximation method, simulation has been
carried out. Figures 3-11 and 3-12 show the results arising from our approximation
method.
In figure 3-11 and 3-12, the buffer size o f the non-preferred flow is large (100
packets in comparison with 4 packets o f preferred flow) and the load of the
preferred flow be moderate (the load factor is 0.5). Figure 3-11 and 3-12 shows the
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packet loss and mean packet delay for both flows while varying the load o f the
non-preferred flow, and indicates a close agreement between simulation results and
analytical ones. The mean packet delay is normalised with respect to service time.
W e conducted additional simulation experiments, where the arrival rate o f the
preferred flow was varied with a constant non-preferred load factor o f 2.0, and
where the non-preferred arrival rate was varied with a constant preferred load
factor o f 1.1. In all cases, close agreement was observed between simulation and
analytical results.
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packet delay comparison of the results from simulation and

ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION METHOD WHEN THE BUFFER SIZE OF THE NON-PREFERRED FLOW IS LARGE

3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, an analysis o f non-ffactional service rate reserved QoS mechanisms
has been carried out. The focus o f this study has been on the performance o f two
basic DiffServ mechanisms: Threshold Dropping (TD) and Priority Scheduling
(PS), which are two fundamental mechanisms for Diffserv QoS provision.
Our performance investigation o f the TD mechanism has indicated that changing
the threshold o f the non-preferred flow has a minimal effect on the packet loss of
the preferred flow. W ith a fixed total buffer size and the same arrival rate for both
flows, there is a minimal improvement in the loss for the non-preferred flow when
its threshold is increased. The mean packet delays for both flows are bounded by
their thresholds. A clear trade-off between packet loss and mean packet delay for
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the preferred and non-preferred flows is observed in the PS mechanism when the
buffer allocation is changed. The TD mechanism provides lower packet loss and
low mean packet delay to the non-preferred flow than PS. However the PS
mechanism has the advantage over the TD mechanism in providing a lower mean
delay to the preferred flow when the two mechanisms are engineered so as to
provide the same level o f packet loss for the preferred flow. As this would be a key
requirement for an EF Diffserv implementation, we have continued our
investigations into PS performance.
A simulation study has been undertaken to evaluate the suitability o f PS for a
Diffserv

Expedited

Forwarding

(EF)

implementation

by

looking

at the

performance o f PS with three traffic flows. The simulation results show that the
highest priority flow in PS will meet the requirements o f EF, while the lower
priority flows provide a best effort service. These results have motivated the
development o f an analytical technique for PS performance modelling. By using
this analytical model, the packet loss and the mean packet delay o f two traffic class
flows can be easily approximated. The accuracy o f this approximation method has
been verified with simulations. This approximation method provides a simple way
to understand the EF PHBs o f DiffServ where PS mechanisms are deployed.
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Chapter 4
Performance Analysis of Fractional
Service Rate Reserved QoS
Mechanisms— Latency Rate Servers
4.1

Introduction

The quality o f service (QoS) o f a packet network is indicated by a combination of
criteria including loss probability, delay and delay jitter. A guaranteed QoS
network requires a determination o f whether there are sufficient resources to meet
the needs o f the required service level. It is necessary to have a good understanding
o f the performance behavior o f QoS mechanisms, to guide bandwidth allocation
and buffer dimensioning policies. In particular, future networks are likely to use
multiple scheduling mechanism types. Hence the performance of broad range of
scheduling mechanisms, particularly in terms o f packet loss under the worst case
scenario, needs to be determined.
Some related work on this issue has been presented by [3], [13], [25] and [44].
Parekh [3] has determined the worst case session backlogs for the GPS system,
with the assumption o f an infinite buffer size. More comprehensive analysis work
has been done by Cruz [44] [45] on end to end delay and buffer requirements of
sessions in an arbitrary topology network where all sources are leaky bucket
controlled. A general model, called Latency-Rate (LR) server, developed by
Stiliadis [13] has been used to derive the buffer requirements for an individual
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session o f a broad range o f scheduling algorithms. Stiliadis' study also gives an
upper bound on the requirement for to guarantee a zero packet loss at the server.
However, both Cruz’s and Stiliadis’ work assume an infinite buffer at the server,
and hence loss behaviors are not addressed. The packet loss rate o f a GPS server
system with a finite buffer has been considered by Yee [25], but this work is
limited to GPS only. Therefore further study is needed on the worst case loss
behaviors o f servers where buffer size is finite and a broad range o f scheduling
mechanisms employed.
Latency Rate servers, according to the classification o f QoS mechanisms in section
2.3 o f Chapter 2, belongs to the category o f fractional service rate reserved QoS
mechanisms. As LR servers describe a variety o f QoS mechanisms, it is therefore
possible to analyze the worst case performance in network with arbitrary QoS
mechanisms. Accordingly the objective o f this chapter is to analyze the packet loss
behaviors o f Latency Rate servers, calculate the upper bound on the average packet
loss rate, and to determine the arrival processes which causes the maximum
average loss rate.
Our approach extends the theory o f LR servers to consider packet loss behaviors.
W e also extend the work in [25] to determine the arrival processes which causes
the maximal average loss rate for LR servers with finite buffers (i.e. a worst case
scenario).
By the worst case scenario, we mean that if a server attends N sessions, the service
rate that session i can receive is only its reserved (or guaranteed) rate, i.e. all
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arrival processes o f other sessions are selected to be backlogged when session i is
backlogged. It is assumed that there is a set o f arrival processes U and there are
countable arrival processes A m (m=1, 2, ...) in U, i.e. \5={Am} (Am is an arrival
process and m= 1, 2, ...). For any arrival process, let L i (A j ) denote the time
average traffic loss from session i during [0,oo). By the maximal average loss rate,
we mean that for session i o f the LR server, there exists tj and A n satisfying the
leaky bucket and rate constraints o f (4-4) (in section 4.3.1) such that
L i ( A ) = rrmxLi (A j ).
'

Aj e l l

J

The rest o f this chapter is organized as follows: In section 4.2, we introduce the
general analysis model o f LR servers. In section 4.3 we present the arrival
processes that result in the maximal average loss rate for LR servers. A proposition
concerning Burst Over Latency (BOL) process which will result in the maximum
average loss rate for the LR server is proposed. In section 4.4, an analysis of LR
Servers with an arrival process which follows the Burst Over Latency (BOL)
policy is presented. Two useful theorems are presented and proved. By using these
theorems, formulae are derived for calculating the maximal average loss rate for
LR servers. The proof o f the proposition that BOL process results in the maximal
average loss rate is provided in section 4.5.
In chapter 5, a case study for these two arrival processes, Bang Bang policy [25]
and BOL policy and the comparison o f zero buffer requirements are provided. This
chapter also presents simulation results from a single LR server where WFQ is

employed as the scheduling mechanism. Simulations are designed for verifying the
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maximal average loss rate and the impact o f latency. Chapter 6 summaries the
dissertation and provides directions for future work.

4.2

Latency Rate Server (LR server) Model

4.2.1

LR-S ervers

The Latency Rate Server or LR-Server developed by Stiliadis and Verma [13]
comprises a class o f scheduling mechanisms (or schedulers). These scheduling
mechanisms form the general model for studying the worst case behavior of
individual sessions in a heterogeneous networks, where a broad range of
scheduling mechanisms are used. According to the definition o f LR server by
Stiliadis, a scheduling mechanism can be said to be an LR server, if the average
rate o f service received by a busy session during any time interval starting at 0 and
within the session busy period is not less than its reserved rate. The parameter 6 is
called the latency o f the server. Figure 4-1 presents two session busy periods
(t 1,t2], (t3 ,t4] and the latency 6.

Figure 4-1. S ession

busy periods

(ti, t2] and (u , U]>0 is the latency of the LR server.

(T he solid line indicates service stars at a guaranteed

rate after THE LATENCY

0)

Assume a packet switch where N sessions share the same output link. Denote by ft,
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the rate allocated to session z, and by A f r j ) the arrivals from session i during the
interval (x,t]. W fr j) is the amount o f service received by session i during the same
interval. In the packet-by-packet model, it is assumed that A f y t ) increases when a
packet is com pletely received by the server, and W fz j) increases when a packet in
service has com pletely departed from the server. Some definitions in [13] related to
LR servers are revisited here.
A session i backlogged p eriod is any time interval when packets o f the session are
continuously queued in the system. If Q ft) denotes the amount o f session i traffic
queued in the server at time /, then Q f (t) = A{(0 ,t) - Wf (0 ,t) , and session i is said
to be backlogged at time t if Qt (t)> 0.
A session i busy p erio d is the maximal time interval (1 1 ,12] that for any given time
fe(xi,T2],
Ai(r,t)> Hi(t-ri)

(4-1)

W here /// is the reserved service rate for session / at the server.
The session busy period is defined in relation to a hypothetical system where a
backlogged session i is served at a constant rate //, such as is illustrated as Figure 4
1. The key point about the session busy period is that it only depends on the arrival
function Ai(r,t) and the reserved service rate ///. If the same traffic distribution is
applied to different scheduling mechanisms with an identical service rate
reservation, the session busy periods o f the mechanisms are identical [13], even
though their session backlog periods may vary. This is the fundamental reason for
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defining an LR server by the service received over a session busy period. This
feature o f the session busy period has proven to be an effective tool in LR server
theory for analyzing the delay behavior in the LR server system. We will show in
following sections that it can also be used in analyzing the loss behavior o f the
system.
The definition o f the LR server [13] is revisited here due to the frequently
reference made in the following sections o f this Chapter. A scheduling mechanism
is an LR server if there exists an non negative number 0 such that the following
inequality hold for all times t from the start o f the j* busy period o f session i till all
packets that arrived during this period are served and vice versa.
W ij (r, t) > max(0, //, ( t - r - 6))

(4-2)

Where x is the starting time o f the j* busy period o f session /, 0 is the minimum
non-negative number that satisfies the above inequality and W j/z j) is the service
received by the traffic o f session j that arrived during time interval o f (x,t]. 0 is also
called latency o f the LR server. As shown in chapter 2, the 0 in the above
inequality is the worst case delay seen by the first packet o f each backlogged
session o f the LR server. The latency 0 o f an LR server depends on the scheduling
mechanism used as well as the service rate reserved for the session and the relative
traffic parameters.
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LR S e r v e r s

In this sub-section, a summary o f some important properties o f LR servers defined
by Stiliadis [13] is presented. For LR servers, if source traffic is leaky bucket
constrained with a token bucket depth o f o? for session /, Qi(t) is the queue length
o f session i at time t and pi is the token arrival rate for the session, then the queue
length is bounded and
(4-3)
The queuing delay is also bound by p . < a j +
7
n

q

. where Dj is the maximum
‘

delay o f any packet o f session j in the LR server and 0j is the latency o f session j at
the server. It is also proved in [13] that some well-known schedulers such as GPS,
W FQ(PGPS), SCFQ belong to the LR server class. The latencies of these
scheduling mechanisms are listed in table 4-1
Table 4-1. Latency of GPS, WFQ (PGPS), SCFQ

Scheduling mechanisms
GPS
W FQ(PGPS)

Latency
0
f'/ ! "I- -^ m a x l ^

SCFQ

L i ! ri + ¿m ax

(N - l ) / r

L i is the maximum packet size of session i and L max is the maximum packet size of all sessions, r, is
the reserved service rate of session i, r is the service rate of the server and N is the connection

number in SCFQ.

4.3. Arrival process that results in the maximal
average loss rate for LR server
4.3.1.

Le a k y

b u c k e t c o n s t r a in e d s o u r c e s

For a single LR server system with a total service rate o f n, let N be the set of
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sessions in the system with each session policed by a leaky bucket (cr,- p u Q , as
shown in Figure 4-2. For each unit o f session i traffic into the network, a session i
token is required. The rate at which session i traffic can be input to the network is
further constrained by a peak rate parameter C/. Assume that C, >p,. p, is the token
generating rate for session /. aj is the capacity o f the token bucket o f session i, and
k is the input buffer size o f session i at the server. Traffic that arrives when the
buffer is full is lost. The leaky bucket constraints can be described by
<

min{( t -

)C ¡,(j

t

i

+

p i{t - r)}

V ieN and Vx, t>x.

(4-4)

Pi

1
Oi

Arrivals

C,
F igure 4-2 Leaky bucket constrained

sources

Let Ui(t) be the number o f packets instantaneous arrived after constraining of the
leaky bucket at time t. It is the increasing rate o f actual arrivals Ai(0,t) at time t
which indicates how tokens in the leaky bucket are used at time t. The analysis of
loss behaviors o f the LR server in the following sections is carried out on the
assumption o f leaky bucket smoothed traffic arrivals.

4.3.2.

A r r iv a l

p r o c e s s t h a t r e s u l t s in t h e m a x im a l

AVERAGE PACKET LOSS RATE
It has been proven [25] that the essential properties o f the arrival processes that
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result in the worst case average loss rates for a GPS system are (i) the inputs occur
in bursts, and (ii) they are periodic. The process can also be described as a Bang
Bang control policy. To extend this work to a more general situation where the
schedulers are LR servers, we introduce the following policy to control the use o f
tokens in the bucket. This policy maximizes average loss rate for the LR servers
and can be stated as:
Whenever the token bucket for session / is full, that is bi(t)=<j, (where
the token bucket state at time

t

), then all a batch of

bj(t) denotes

traffic is input to the

network. This assumes that C,=a>. Thereafter, the available tokens are
continuously used until the time

r+0; where x is the start time of this session

busy

period. A packet that finds the input buffer full is lost. Tokens are to be
accumulated after the server starts to provide service to the traffic of the session

(t=r+0)

until the token bucket fills up again. Hence for

Cj=oo,

the token control

policy is presented as
oo
c?i H S (t- riO + tp))+ p>(7- riO + tp)) n (6 + tp )< t< 8 + riO + tp)
n=0
0
O + n (0 + tp )< t< (n + \)(0 + tp)
Where 8(t) is the impulse function and
is emptied of a\ tokens every

(4-5)

tp-o/pu which means that the token bucket

tp time units.

bj(t) is the token bucket state at time t.

W e call an arrival process that follows (4-5) as BOL (burst over latency) arrival
process or BOL policy.
Observe that the arrival process given in (4-5) is periodic with a period o f 0+tp,
assum ing pi>pi and <j{>kL The BOL policy can be interpreted as implying that
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whenever the token bucket o f session i becomes full, a burst o f cr, packets (if each
token represents a packet) is input to the network. The network input buffer
becomes full with

packets and <jr ki packets are lost. During the period until the

session traffic receives service (i.e. the LR server latency), tokens are continuously
used at the rate o f

the token generating rate. Tokens are accumulated under

other circumstances until token bucket becomes full again. The input buffer
(queue) is be emptied every k/jUi time units.
kc•
Since — < — , the queue will be empty by the time O+tp, so that the process
Mi
Pi
repeats, beginning at time O+tp. Therefore, the token bucket state b ft) and the state
o f input buffer queue qi(t) are both periodic with period O+tp. The average loss rate
L(0,t) is
lim ¿ , ( 0 , 0
/—>oo
t

<j i + p f i - kj

(4-6)

0 +
Pi

Proposition

The BOL token control policy given by (4-5) is optimal with respect

to maximizing the average loss rate for session i with latency 0 o f a LR server. The
worst case based maximal average loss rate o f session / is given by (4-6). The
proof o f this proposition is given in section 4.5.
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Figure 4-3 illustrates the arrival process and the service function o f BOL policy
(assuming C,->pi).
In figure 4-3, p ° is the guaranteed service rate for session i and Sift) is actual
service received by session i. The traffic o f session i enters the network at the rate
o f C, until the token bucket becomes empty at time Tieb. After that the arrival rate
equals to the token generation rate pi and the number o f total tokens used at the end
o f latency period 6 is
c ,t m

+ pie - Tieb),. = a , + p,e

C,Tieb = CT; + p,Tieb

where T ieb =

Tieb< e
Tieb>6

'
-,C P i

With the token control policy BOL, the arrival process for LR servers can be
presented as
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Pi (t ~ n(6 + tp) - Tieb)
Ui(t) = <0

n{0 + tp) + Tieb < t<6 + n(0 + tp)
n(0 + tp) + 0 < t< (n + \)(0 + tp)

0 > Tieb

70

(4-7)

0 > Tieb

00

c i £ [ustp(t - n{Tieb + tp)) - ustp(t - n(Tieb + tp) - Tieb)] when Q~ Tieb
where ustp(t) is the unit step function and n is the number o f the session busy period
associated with the time t. If k\ is the buffer allocation for session i, in each busy
period cycle, the amount o f traffic lost due to buffer overflow is
max[0, Ci*Tieb+pi(0-Tieb) -Si(0,Tieb)-ki]
where pi(0-Tieb)=O when 0< Tieb and Sj(0,Tieb) indicates the minimum service
received by session i during (0, Tieb). Within the interval o f (0, Tieb), tokens are used
at the maximum rate o f C,-. If 0>Tieb, tokens will be continuously used at the rate of
pi when Tieb<t<0in each period, and no tokens are used otherwise. Since only the
worst case scenario is considered, the service rate o f session / is p®. So Si(0,Tieb)=
Pi)(Tieb-0) if 0< Tieb• The worst case based maximal average loss rate for LR
servers when Ci<oo is then
max{0, C[Tieh + p ^ X - Tieh) -

( X - 0 ) - £,}

(4-8)

tp + 'K

where X

T leh

0 < T ieb

=

0

(4-9)

0 > T ieb

4.4. Analysis of LR servers with an arrival process
which follows BOL under the worst case
scenario
This section applies the theory o f LR servers to an arrival process that follows the
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BOL policy. Under the worst case scenario, two theorems are derived. By using
these theorems one can calculate the maximal average loss rate for any individual
arrival session (refer to section 4.6 for a case study). Apart from these, the zero
loss buffer requirement o f an LR server is also derived.
Consider a single LR-server system attending N sessions with each session having
a finite input buffer size. For session i, the source traffic is leaky bucket
constrained with parameters o/, p„ C,-. Assuming n ? is the minimum service rate
allocated to session i and p/°>p,. Note that p f is also the maximum service rate
under the worst case scenario due to the fact that all other sessions are backlogged.
Assuming the arrival process is periodic according to (4-5) so that it follows the
BOL control policy. In this part, we show that no session busy period exceeds the
cycle length o f the periodical arrival process and has the same start time as the
periodic cycle.
L em m a 1: If Ct=oo, assume x, is the starting time for both a session i busy period
and the periodical cycles o f arrival processes (4-5). If the session busy period is
( x , , x2 ] and pj0 is the constant service rate o f the session as in (4-1), then
x2-xi <0+tp and cr/p, is the token bucket / fill up time.
P roof. This lemma is proved by contradiction.
Suppose x2-x, > Q+tp and let x2-x, =0+tp+x (x>0), then there exists a /, where
t e (Xj, x2] and t - x x =&+tp.
From the definition o f the session busy period and (4-1), it is the case that
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(4-10)

Since nf> P i is assumed and ip =cr/p„ it is easy to derive that
p

°

(0+tp)>pj8+ a i , that is

A t ( i i .t)> P iO + oi

(4-11)

According to the worst case arrival process which follows the BOL control policy,
Ai(Tj, t)= pi0+ <ji which is conflict with (4-11). Therefore the assumption of

t 2- i j

>Q+tp does not hold and there must be x2 -

<0+tp.

L em m a 2: For any busy period {tsu tj\ o f session /, the starting time tsi e { ztpi},
where

is the set o f start times o f the periodic arrivals o f session i.

Proof: Contradictorily supposing the busy period starting time tsi<£{ ztpi} and there
exists z tpM, with z tpi such that ztpi+l>tsl> z tpi. ztpM is the starting time o f a periodic
arrival that follows z ^ . Let tsi= z tpi + jc

(0<x<tr tsi). Since tsi is the starting

time o f a session i busy period, for any ^ e (tsi, tf](E> 6), there is
Ai(tsi, § > p 'J(i-ts,)>p,(8-tsi)

(4-12)

According to the arrival process stated in (4-5), at time rlpi, the volume o f traffic
arrivals is a,. After r,pi, the traffic is input to the network at the rate p, until time
q+ r

. After time 0+ r,p, , the traffic input into the network is zero. That means

there exist an 0<£<x and A,(zipi+s, tj)~Pi(8-e)- Since the arrival function A,(t) is an
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increasing positive function in t, we obtain the result that
Ai(tSi, Q<Ai(Ttpi+s, tj)=pi(0-e) which contradicts (4-12).
So tSi e { r tpJ is shown to be valid.
T h eo rem 1: For an LR server, when C; =oo and the arrival process follows the
BOL control policy, there is only one session busy period within each time interval
between Q+tp and the starting time o f the busy period 4/ g { z!pi}.
Proof:
Suppose there is another session busy period (4 , tf] within the busy period (ts, tf],
it is easy to prove from lemma 1 and lemma 2 that ts ’=ts and tf= tf. Again from
lemma 2, we have tsi e { r tpi}.
L em m a 3: If C/< oo, assume xi is the starting time for both a session i busy period
and the periodical cycles o f the arrival processes (4-7). If the session busy period is
(xi, X2] and pi° is the constant service rate o f the session as in (4-1), then
x2 -Xj <tp+% (Note that £ is defined as in (4-9), tp = a /p it Tieb= ——— and tp+% is
c i ~ Pi

the cycle length).
Proof: In the same way as lemma 1, we contradictorily assume that
x2 - Xj >tp+% md we further assume x2

= tp+%+x (x>0). Then there exists a

t e ( Xj, x2 ] where t - x, =tp+%
From the definition o f session busy period, it is the case that
Ai ( xl t t) > ^ 0 - ^ 1 )
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Since inf >pi, it is easy to derive that
p f ( t- x x)> (ji +&%, so that
A i(

x , , t) > |if (t-x x)>CiTieb-piTieb+ p £

(4-13)

According to the worst case arrival process (6),
A j ( x , , 0 = CiTieb+Pl{§- Tieb)+

(4-14)

(a)+=max{0, a}.
This is contradictory to (4-13) for any 0. So x2 - Xj <tp+% is valid.

L em m a 4: I f C,<

for any busy session period (tsi, tj\ o f session i with pi° as the

constant service rate o f the session as in (4-1), the starting time tSi e { r tpi}> where
Ttpi is the set o f start times o f the periodic arrivals o f session i.

Proof: Suppose there is a session i busy period (tsi,tf] with starting time tsi<£{ z tpi}
and Tieb >tsi>Ttpi. We will prove that (tsi,tfj is not the maximum time interval such
that there exists a number ^ where the inequality Ai(tsi> Q>p?(Q-tSi) holds for any
f e (tshtj. Then it is easy to derive that (tsbt j is not a session i busy period which is
in conflict with our assumption. So there must be tsi e { r tpi}.

According to the definition o f session busy period in section 4.2.1 (refer to Figure
4-3), there is
A f t si, Q > p i(C rtSi)

£ -T ieb

(4-15)

From (4-15) and the arrival process, we have C f £-tSi)>Pi°(£-tSi) and therefore
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(4- 16)

On the other hand, the accumulated arrivals o f session i in the time interval ( r tpi ,tsJ
is Aj(Ttpi ,tSj)= Ci(tSi~ Tpf). From (4-16), it is easy to obtain the result that
Ci(tsi-Ttpi)'>fJ.i ( z tpi -tsi).

(4-17)

Inequality (4-17) indicates that the time interval (tSj, tf] is not the maximum time
interval that makes the inequality Ai(tsi, Q>Hi(CrtSi) hold for any <£ e (tsi,tf].
Therefore (tSi,tf] is not a session busy period. This is in conflict with the assumption
o f the lemma. So the tSi e {

must hold

T heorem 2: For a LR server, when C, <oo and the arrival process follows the BOL
control policy, there only one session busy period within each time interval
between tp+% and the starting time o f the busy period tsie { r tpi}. (£ is defined as in

(4-9). tp=a/pi, Tieb=—^1— and tp+% is the cycle length).
Q - Pi
Proof:
Similar to lemma 2, after £ there are no more packets arriving until the next
starting point o f the cycle period. Therefore, there is no session busy period
starting after time £ From (4-16), it is easy to show that (TtpnT ieh\ must be
contained in the same session busy period as (tsi, tj\. Lemma 4 indicates that each
start time o f session busy period tsie { r tpi}. Lemma 3 indicates that the length of
session busy period will not exceed tp+%. This ends our proof.
Based on the theorems 1 and 2, the BOL process for session i and the associated
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service behavior can be illustrated as in Figure 4-4 for Cf=oo and figure 4-5 for

Ci<oo.

Figure 4-4. BOL

process and service function when C p o o

In Figure 4-4, the token bucket is emptied at the start time of each period which
will cause a (jj-kj traffic loss for session i. When the input buffer queue of the
session is full, tokens are continuously used as long as there are any available
tokens. The maximum rate is identical to the token generating rate. The use of
tokens will cease when the server starts to serve the traffic of the session, due to
the BOL policy. During the time interval (G,tp+9), all the traffic in the input buffer
will be emptied since p l0tp>(7i according to (4-2). The maximal packet loss in each
period is cr, + p t6 - kt . It is obvious that, under the worst case scenario, the buffer
requirement to guarantee zero loss from a session of an LR server is

k t = <Jj + PjO

(4-18)

and the maximal average loss rate is give by (4-6). For convenience, we simply
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------------l- . Note that (4-18) is identical to
6

+
P i

the results for a single LR server [13].

Similar to Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 presents the arrival process according to (4-7).
For an arbitrary latency 0, the packet loss in each period o f session i is
given by

{ C,Tieb + P i (e - T,eb) - k,

e > Tieb

\ c ,Tm -M°(T,eb

e < Tieh

}

From (4-19) we see that the buffer requirement to guarantee zero loss from session
i under the worst case scenario is

0 * Tieb

+ p fi,

- p , ) T ieb
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The proof of the arrival process that results
in the maximal average loss rate for LR
servers

4.5.1.

P roposition

The problem o f determining the arrival process that results in the maximal average
loss rate for LR servers is to determine the optimal control policy for using tokens
in the bucket. This section shows that the BOL policy introduced in section 4.3.2
produces the maximum average loss rate for a general case where the schedulers
are LR servers. Consider individual traffic sessions that can only receive reserved
service rate at LR servers, then the maximal average loss rate o f session i is first
derived based on the following proposition.

Proposition:
If we let Ai(0,t) be the amount of session i traffic input to the network at a rate
of C/=oo, and all traffic admitted into the network is leaky bucket constrained,
the BOL (Burst Over Latency) arrival process given by

Ui(t)

& i 'E s ( i - td ) + P itd
d=1
0

td ~ t < t d + ^

(4-21)

td + 0 < t < td+x

is optimal in terms o f maximizing the average packet loss rate for session i
with latency $ o i a LR server.
Ui(t) is the number o f tokens in the token bucket i that are used at time /. This is just

equivalent in value to the traffic arrived at time t or the increasing rate of A,(0,t) at
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tim e t, where td=td-i+ 0+<j/pi (to=0) and n tends towards infinity, while t has
infinite length.
The m axim al average packet loss rate, based on per token interarrival time, of
session i under the worst case scenario is given by
7

_ a i + P ie ~ k i

(4-22)

where ki is input buffer size for session i in the system, pi is the token generating
rate and oj is the token bucket capacity o f session i.

4.5.2.

B ackground

In an LR server, if session i is considered to be worst case, then the traffic from the
session will only receive its reserved service rate p ° ( p \ > p f i.e. all other sessions
o f the server are continuously backlogged. The packets o f the session that arrive to
find that the input buffer queue is full are dropped. W henever there is a packet in
the input buffer queue, the queue will be serviced at the rate fii° after the latency
period. The first packet arriving during a session busy period will wait an interval
i9 (0<3<6) before service begins.
To determine the arrival process that maximizes the average packet loss rate for
session i o f an LR server, we must find an optimal control policy for using tokens
in token bucket i, in order to maximize the packet loss. We naturally assume that
the input buffer and token bucket are finite.
Based on assumption that C,= oo, the approach used to prove our proposition is
dynam ic programming, a method for the solution o f a sequential decision process.
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Taken the number o f packets lost as the reward o f the policy for using tokens, the
problem o f determining the optimal policy to maximize packet loss can be
formulated as a problem o f sequential decision making in a Markov Process with
Reward [20]. If the traffic arrives on a packet-by-packet basis or byte-by-byte
basis, it is more realistic to assume that the token bucket capacity cr and the bucket
state b(t) take only integer values. Then we can simplify the problem by
transforming the continuous time, continuous state representation into discrete time
and state one.
Let p be the token interarrival time (/?=l/p;) for session i. Then the instances of
token arrivals will be p, 2p, 3p,.... The decision to use the tokens is made
immediately after their respective arrivals at times p f , 2 j f , 3 /f ,.... The states of
the token bucket and the input buffer queue are written as bs and qs respectively.
The decision to use tokens when system is in state (bs, qs) at time 5 is denoted by
us. So us can be any integer between 0 and bs inclusively.
In this approach, let R(s) be the expected immediate reward for the state (bs,qs)
when decision us is made. Denote the set o f the decisions with U={us>0 where
us<bs for any s}. With a given control policy, a Markov process with rewards is
specified. If the process is to operate for m transactions, the total expected reward
that the system will obtain is stated as (4-23), starting from state bs under the given
policy [20].
vs (m ) = R (s )+ 'ZPbsj vj ( m ~~ty
y=i 5
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vs(m) is the sum o f the expected total earnings in the next m transitions if the
system is now in state bs. The quantity R(s) can be interpreted as the reward to be
expected in the next transition out o f state bs. Pbj is the transition probability from
state bs to state j in next transition. N is the number o f states that the Markov
process may have. R(s) is defined by
R(s)=

Z P b J r bsj

s = 1,2,3,...N

(4-24)

7= 1

rb j is the reward obtained when the Markov process make a transition from state
bs to state j .
When m becomes large, vs(m) is approximated as [20]

v s ( m) = mg + h{ bs , q s )
where g is the average reward per transaction o f the system if it started from state
(bs,qs) and the number o f transitions m is large. h{bs,qs) is called the relative value
o f the policy. It initially represents the intercepts at m=0 o f the asymptotes of
(m ). Then (4-23) is further derived [20] as

m g + K b s,qs) = R(.s) + Y ,P b J ( m - l) g +h(bj ’<
ljK
J=i

n = l ,2 ,- ,N

(4-25)

N
N
m g + h(bs , q s ) = R( s ) + (m - 1) g 'L p „ sj + ' Z P b tj W j , q J ')
y=i
7=i

(4-26)

Since Y,Pb =1> (4-25) and (4-26) can be written as follows
M
N

g + h(bs , q s ) = R ( s ) + T . P b j W j ’ Qj')
_______ 7=1_____________ __ ______________________ __________
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In our system, a transition happens at interval o f p, due to the arrival o f a new
token. Hence the g can be interpreted as the reward gained from the system per
token interarrival time. If we le tg '= m a x g , then g 'w ill be the maximal average
ueU

loss rate o f the system.
The approach to determining an optimal policy that maximizes the average loss
rate for session i is based on the following steps:
Step 1 is called the value-determination operation. It uses equation (4-27) to
determine the relative values {h(bs,qs)} and g with the setting h(b^ ,qy)=0.
Step 2 is policy-improvement [20]. The policy improvement phase will find the
optimal policy for each state bs that maximizes the test quantity (4-28) using the
relative values determined under the old policy. Note that the test quantity (4-28) is
just the RHS (Right Hand Side ) o f (4-27).
/?(*) + Z P b ,h(bj , qj )
;=i

s = l,2 ,...,N

(4-28)

For example, if x tokens are used in policy u when the system is in state (bs,qs)> the
relative value in the next state will be
h ( b s -

x

+ 1 ># $ + l )

With using the technology o f Value-determination and Policy-improvement, in
next section, we show that BOL policy is optimal with regard to the maximum
average loss rate.
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P roof

To prove the proposition introduced in section 4.5.1, two steps o f reward based
techniques have been used. In step 1, we apply the BOL policy to the LR server to
solve (4-27) for all relative values and g by setting h(ba. , qa.)=0 [20]. In step 2,
the policy improvement phase, with using the relative values of the BOL policy
obtained from step 1, we show that the BOL policy is optimal in terms of
maximizing (4-28).
W ith applying the BOL policy (4-5) to the LR system, the state transition diagram
o f the system can be presented in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-6.

T ransition

diagram of

BOL policy

W here (symbol ^ symbol 2) is the state of the system and symboli indicates the token
NUMBER IN THE BUCKET AND SYMBOL2 INDICATES THE QUEUE LENGTH OF THE INPUT BUFFER FOR
SESSION /. S = 1,2,...,

NAND NIS THE NUMBER OF STATES THAT THE SYSTEM MAY HAVE.

The periodical transition starts from state (a,0) when the token bucket for session i
is full (cr tokens in the bucket) and input buffer is empty (q,=0). With the
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probability o f P j j , the state {(7,0) transits to state (1, k,) where input buffer for
session i is full and the token bucket contains the only token which arrived during
the transition interval. During the latency period, tokens are continuously used. So
remains till the end o f the latency period at the possibility of P 2i2-

the state

Then the service period starts and the BOL policy controls not to use any token till
the token bucket filled up again. During the serving time interval, states are transit
from {h3,q3) to {bs,qs).
According to the definition o f BOL Policy and the states o f transition, we can
obtain the following matrixes:
The Transition probability matrix P and Reward matrix R

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pd
0

1- P d
1

0

0

0

0

_1

0

0

0

•••

0

•••
•••

0
0
1

•••

0

1
b

1

0

P=

0

0

1

0

•• 0

and R= 0

0

0

•• 0

°

0

0

• • °.

«

t

0

• • 0"

Where P d= ---- and there are cr, states in total for session i.
9 + y
/P i
In the Figure 4-6, all the possible states fall into the following four sets:
>

Set 1 (05, 0) is the start state o f the periodical transitions.

>

Set 3 (bsk,) are states o f the system during latency period.

>

Set 2 ( M ) and set 4 (bs.qs) are the states o f the system during serving time
period.
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Corresponding to these four sets, the equation (4-27) can be presented as (4-29).
Note that in this approach, if bs=y (i.e. there are y token in the token bucket and
y<<Ji) then bs+j=y+l. Since f t , 2f t , 3 f t , ...are the times that decision is to be
made, bs>l.
g + h ( c r i ,0 )= (c r i - £ ,) + /< U /)

g+/<&„fci)=l+/<6„*/)
g+h(bs,0)=0+h(bs+l,0)
\ g + K b s,qs)=0+h(bs+l, ( < l s - M - f t )

1 g + K b s,qs) = 0 + K b s+U <l s-M ? fT )

td <t<td +0 d=\% ..n-\
Vb=ki +Ui +2,...,(c7, -1 )

(4-29)

V(bs,qs)>0,bs +qs <kt

td +0<t<td+1 d =\% ..n-1

where (a)+=max{a, 0} and td is the time at which the system is in state (o/,0). Note
that queue length is relevant only when it reaches its maximum value h for session
i and will be zero after time O+kffj,® for the d* busy period. Apply matrix P, R to
(4-27) in the step 1 o f above approach, the average reward o f the system per token
interarrival time g under the policy (4-5) is given as
= p f i + crj - k

(4-30)

P fi + G i
And the some useful relative values are derived as follows
h(bs,qs) = (bs -c ri)g
< h ( l k i) = g - ( ( J i - k i)

K

h (a i,0) = g
In the following part, it will be shown that (4-5) is optimal in terms o f obtaining
the maximum reward (i.e. loss), previously denoted as g . To achieve this, in the
policy improving phase (i.e. step 2), by using (4-30) and (4-31) we only need to
show that the BOL policy provided in (4-5) will maximize the RHS o f (4-27) [20]
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for each set in (4-29). As a matter o f fact, if the BOL policy (4-5) is proved to be
optimal, the g in (4-30) will be g ' .

Set 1: (<Ji, 0)
Consider the decision o f using % tokens is made when system is in the state o f (
(<j 0)). The maximization o f the RHS o f (4-27) is
N

m ax { R ( s ) + £ P b s J h ( b j , q j ) }
unit
J =1
= maxfCX~K)++Kbi’<k))
max { ( z ~ kX + g ~ ( & i - k, )}

0<X<CTj

(4-32)

where x ls the number o f token to be used in this state. When x =(Ju the value of (432A) is g. Under other conditions, we can observe that the term C r-£,)+is a
piecewise linear function o f % with a slope o f 1 when % > k\ and has the value of
zero when % <&/.
Obviously, when x =(Ji (4-32) reaches the maximum value. Therefore, it is optimal
to maximize the reward by using all available tokens when the token bucket is full.
Set 2: (bs,0)
For any state (bs>0) where bs=k+l, k+2,...,(a r l) the maximization o f RHS of (427) is
N

max { R ( s ) + X
ueU

=

P

bsj h ( b j , q j ) }

j —i

m ax

D Jia
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Take bs=(<jr l) as a sample case for illustration and the remaining cases will have
the same pattern. Substitute bs= (a,-l) in (4-33), so that
N

m ax { R ( s ) + £
=

Pbs j h ( b j , q j ) }

m ax
{ { x - k . Y - x g )
0 < / <cr / - 1

Term —%g has a negative slope for all x (O -X -^rV - Hence, a linear convex
function o f x is formed from summing up term -%g and ( x - &,)+. The maximum
value is reached either when x =0 or X=<Ji~l- To substitute the values of x we
obtain a value o f 0 when x=0 or a negative value ~ P& ~ k when x =(Jrl- This
PiQ + a f
indicate that, in set 2, not to use any token is optimal.
Set 3: (bStkj)
W hen the system is in state (bs,ki) and td+ 0+ a/pi<t<td+1 + 0, d = l,2 ,...n -l, the RHS
o f equation (4-27) becomes

m ax { R { s ) + Y J Pbsj h{bj,qJ )}
u&U
j =1
’ m ax { x + g ~ («7/ - k f)}
m ax

when

{ x + \bs ~ X + ^ ~ <Ji)S )

bs - x +1 = 1

( 4 - 3 4 A)

otherswise

( 4 - 3 4 B)

05^ < is -l

When bs- x + l= h i.e.^=6s, (4-34A) becomes bs+g-(crr k,). The equation (4-34B) is
reaches its maximum value at either point

x =0 or

a t X = b s-

1 - We substitute in these

two values o f % to obtain the values (bs+l-<Ji)g and bs-I+ (2-ajg. Among these
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three values, the largest one is bs+g-(<Jrkt) when %= bs. And thus the optimal
policy at this state is to use all o f the available tokens.
Note that the last state o f set 3 should be (7, &,) due to the fact that the decision to
use all available tokens was made in previous states, and there is only one new
token arriving between decisions. When the state is
d= l,2,

and td+0<t<td+i

the packets in the input buffer are being served at the rate o f

the

RHS o f equation (4-27) becomes
N

m ax { R( s ) + £ Pbsj h (b ;,<?,)}
ueU
M

(4-35)

= m ax {(% - ¿ i f p ) + - Xg + (t>s + 1 - ° i ) g }
0<%<bs
The value o f x that maximizes this sum is at one o f the extreme points x=0 or %=l.
Because the value (2-oi)g when

is greater than (l-Oi)g when %=\. So at the

state (l,ki) td+6<t<td+i d = l,2 ,...n -l, not using any token is optimal.
Set 4: (b s,qs)f (bs,qs)>0
For any state (bs,qs)> where (bsqs)>0, and (bs+qs)^kh there will be no reward (no
packet loss or R(s)=0 ) for any single transition o f the process, and the value of
RHS o f (4-27) will be
N
m ax {7? (s) + X

u&U
=

m ax {0 + (

ueU
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For any decision u, the use o f the zero token, %=0, will maximize the value o f the
above equation. So the decision to not use any token when the system state is
(bs,qs) is optimal.
If (bs+qs)>ki bftGi and td<t<td+0, we need to consider the state sets previous to
(bs,qs) (set 2 and set 3). Since the packets in the input buffer are waiting for the
server, qs has the value o f kj or zero and the corresponding state would be (bs,ki) or
(bs,0). The optimal policy for using tokens will be the same as for set 2 or set 3.
If (bs+qs)> kib ^G i and td+ 0<t<td+1), there exist two cases for the RHS o f (4-27):

when state (bs>qs) is transitedfrom set 2

•

N

max{R( s) + £ Pbsj h(bj ><lj)} equals to

ueU

y=1

/

\

[b -

+ 1 = 1 and
o8 _ k > q
[ X ~ M i P Ki - u
y

max{ ( % - fi?0 - ki)+ + g - { a , , - k , ) fori.

, 0<x<bs

max {(x - t f / 3 - ki ) + + (*, - X + 1 0<x<bs-l

)s)

otherwise

( 4 - 3 6A)
(4 -3 6 5 )

Since the value ( h + l-a jg at x=0 is greater than bs-rffi+g-cn at %-bS9 in a similar
way to (4-35), not using any token is the optimal decision in this state. The
ongoing state from here will have the same pattern till bs=<Ji-las in set 2.
•

when state (bs,qs) is transitedfrom set 3

Since at the time o f making the decision for state (7, to), the number o f tokens that
can be used is x= l anc*
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N
max{/?0) + 'ZPbsjh{bJ,q] ))
ueU
7=1
- i

= 0<X^S
max { ( x

+ qs - t f P - k i ) + +(bs - x

+ 1-

(4-37)

c,)g}

= max {(bs - z + 1 -<r,.)g}
O^Z^s
Obviously, x=0 will maximize the value o f (b s-z+ l-c jg and thus to not use any
tokens is the best decision in terms o f maximizing the value o f (4-37).
Now let us look at the consequential states. If there are bs tokens available for use,
the time elapsed after bs tokens have been used since bs=lw ill be bsp. The state
after bs tokens are used will be (bs+i=l, qs+i~ kr bsjUi°ft). Since

the RHS

o f (4-27) can be written as
N

max {i?(s) + X Pb'j h(b] , q j )}
ueU

7=1

= max {(¿s - X + 1 “ &i)g }
Since (_ g x + (bs + 1 - cr. ) g ) has a negative slope for all % (0<%<bs\ %=0 will thus
maximize the value o f the above equation.
From set 1 to set 4, by the use o f policy improvement method, we have shown that
the arrival process that follows the BOL policy will result in the maximal average
packet loss for an LR server.
Under BOL, if the latency o f each session i busy period is variable &d (d=l,2, ...n),
then the average loss rate o f session i can be derived as
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«(o-,. ~ k ) +

L&d(0,t)

L sd = lim — 2- ------ = l i m --------------------- ^ —
rr
"
« -> o o
a
f —>oo
t
«(£ l )+
Pi
d =1

(4-38)

W hen latency has a constant value o f 0 for every busy period, the average loss rate,
denoted by L i , can be directly derived from (4-38) as

n ( a , - k i)+ p ^ Q
L , = l i m ---------------------- ¿ m _ = .( * , - * , ) + />I*
p,6» + cr;

« —>oo

Pi

d =1

Since 0>Od, it is obvious that Li > L&d. The proof o f the proposition is now
completed. It is also worth our a while to see that if we want L/=0, the only
requirement is (<j ;- - k i) + p f i =0. That is kt = cr, + p f i . This is just the zero loss
buffer requirement for LR servers given by (4-3) in [13]. Our derivation verified
this important result from another angle.

4.6. Conclusions
This chapter considers the performance o f fractional service rate reserved QoS
mechanisms. Our focus has been on the best known QoS mechanisms which can
be classified together as LR servers. After briefly introducing the LR server model,
this chapter has determined and proved the arrival process that will result in the
maximal average loss rate for an individual session o f an LR server. This process,
which we have called the BOL policy, bursts over the latency period o f the server.

The worst case based maximal average loss rate is shown to depend on latency and
£, j ja
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the service rate allocated to the session under consideration. This work has
extended the results in [25] to a more general QoS mechanism for LR servers. This
is because GPS, the scheduling mechanism considered by Yee in [25], is a special
LR server case, with latency 0=0.
The issue o f packet loss behaviors in LR servers has also been addressed. This
study suggests that for a guaranteed service level, particularly under the worst case
scenario, it is important to select scheduling mechanisms with smaller latency. By
using the derivation o f (4-6) and (4-8), for any given maximum packet loss
requirement for LR servers, one can calculate the maximum buffer required.
On the other hand, the zero loss buffer requirement o f the LR server system is also
derived and it is consistent with that in [13].
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Chapter 5
Case Study and Comparison
In this case study section, the study o f the arrival process that follows the Bang
Bang policy [25] is extended to the LR server. By using theorems derived in
section 4.4, the average loss rate o f session / is calculated under the worst case
scenario. Upper bounds on the requirement o f buffers at the LR server that will
guarantee zero loss are derived and compared with the results of (4-18) when the
arrival process follows the BOL policy. This study is conducted based on the
assumption o f that the traffic is leaky bucket constrained and Ct=o o .

5.1 .

B a n g B a n g P o lic y C a s e

Consider a LR-server system with a finite input buffer K t for session i. 6 is the
latency o f the scheduling mechanism used in the server. In this section, we will
derive the worst case based average loss rate for session / for the case when the
peak rate at which session / traffic can be input to the network is C,—o o . The arrival
process that follows a Bang Bang policy is restated as

u , ( t ) = c T i J ^ S O - n * t p)
« =0

C,=co

(5-1)

When C,<°o, Vi, for 0< t<Tieb+Oi/pi, and the arrival process is
U,(t) =Ci[Ustp(t)-Ustp(t-Tieb)]

(5' 2)

where uslp(t) is the unit step function. In each cycle, the amount o f traffic lost due
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to buffer overflow is
max[0, C ^ T ieb-Si(0,Tieb)-Ki]

5.2.

B a n g B a n g p o l ic y w h e n t h e p e a k r a t e o f t h e
OUTPUT FROM THE LEAKY BUCKET IS INFINITE, C,= 00

Under the worst case scenario, the service rate for session i is //,=//, °. With periodic
arrivals according to (5-1), the packets that find the input buffer full are lost and
not taken as actual arrivals. So the session busy period and the latency 6 are based
on actual arrivals and the service received by the session after 6 for the worst case
scenario. By using Theorems1 1 and 2, the arrival process and service behavior can
be illustrated as in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 for an arbitrary 6. The dotted line indicates
a repeat o f non-dotted line part.

Figure 5-1. S ession /

busy periods with

Bang Bang arrivals and

SERVERS WHEN T] * t p < 0 < (7J+ l ) tp- K /

service function at

LR

t f °, TJ>0 .

1 These two theorems are also applicable to (5-1) and (5-2). It is easy to prove these with a similar
approach to that in section 4.4.
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Figure 5-1 depicts the case when C/=a> and the latency o f the server lasts after the
tj

arrival periods, i.e. r/*tp<6<(tj+ 1 ) t p - K /p f ri>0. K /p ? is the maximum time

needed to empty the input buffer for session i. It is obvious that the input buffer
will be emptied by O+K/p?. So the packet loss caused by the finite buffer in any
period o f ( rj+l)tp is ( ij+l)<jr Kiand the average loss rate is

Figure

5-2

S ession i

busy periods with

SERVERS WHEN 7J* tp > 0 > 1j * tp - K /

Bang Bang

arrivals and service function at

pi °, T]> 0 . (T1 J 2 ), (T3 J 4 ) AND (Tsje) ARE ALL BUSY PERIODS OF
SESSION 7.
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Figure 5-2 shows the case when the latency o f the server ends before the 77th arrival
periods, i.e. rj*tp>6i> rj*tp-K//u?. There are two scenarios need to be considered.
Scenario A:

W hen S2>Si and 7j<(m=l,2,3,...)

Let mSi>S 2 >(in-l)Si, Sj and S 2 is the service received by session i during time
period (6, tj*tp) and (rj*tp, /Respectively. From figure 5-2, it is obvious that where
Ki =Sj+S 2 . S(6,rj*tp) and S(rj*tp, /) is the minimum service received by session i
during (6, rj*tp) and (rj*tp, i) respectively, f is the time when the last packet that
arrived during the session busy period previous to tl (refer to figure 5-2) left the
server. For r|<m (rj>0), the packet loss in a time period o f (Tj+l)tp will be (Tj+l)<Jr
(Ki+Si) and the average loss rate is
_ * / + ■?!,
U I_____ TJ + 1
tp

'

Scenario B: W hen

and T]>m or Si^Si (m = l,2,3,...)

The average loss rate obtained in this scenario is

tp
To summarize the above scenario, when the arrival process follows the Bang Bang
Policy, the worst case based average loss rate o f session i in LR server system is
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K;

L =

<y: , _ JL ± 1
tp
cr, - Kj + Sj
TJ + 1
tP

cr, -

n

n *tp<.e < (v + \ ) t p - ^ -

Hi
r j * t p ------ '— < 6 < i j * tp a n d S 2 > S,

(5-3)

Pi
r j * t p ------{ - < 0 < T j * t p , 7 j > O a n d S 2 < S,

tp
a,-

'

K t + 5,

Pi
Kt
„
tp — ^ < e < t p

tp

Pi

Compared with (4-18), a tighter bounds on the zero loss buffer requirement can be
obtained from (5-3).
If Ki is the upper bound o f the zero loss buffer requirement for session i with Bang
Bang arrival process given by (5-1).
Since L =0 when
Ki=(TJ+l)<7i

fo r rj *tp<0< (rj+1) tp -K /u f

(5-4)

K i= (rj+ l)arSi

fo r 7j*tp-Ki/jUi°<0<7j*tp and S 2 >Sj

(5-5)

Kt=m

fo r tp-K/p®<0<tp

(5-6)

To substitute the 6 in (5-4), with the smallest value, rftp -K /p ? which will make
Si reach its maximum value, we immediately obtain the lower bounded K t that
0= rj*tp-K/pi°

Kj=(rj+l)<Jj/2

(5-7)

The reason o f choosing the smallest value o f 6 is to make sure that A) reaches its
maximum value.
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we have the

following zero loss buffer requirement (denoted with % ) respectively (Note that
P t< vh % =(rj+1) o;

0=7]*tp

(5-8)

% =(t]+l) CFi-fp/jUi0) Ki

9=tp-K/pi°

(5-9)

% = 2oi-(pi/pi) K t

9=7]*tp-K/pi°

(5-10)

W ith comparing K x and % in the pairs (5-4) and (5-8), (5-7) and (5-9), (5-6) and
(5-10), it is found that %>Ki. This result indicated that the upper bound o f the zero
loss buffer requirements provided by (4-18) is conservative for the Bang Bang
arrival process given by (5-1).

5.3. Simulations and numerical results
In chapter 4, we have determined that the BOL arrival process causes maximal
average loss rate o f a session in an LR server under the worst case scenario. The
calculation o f the maximal average loss rate is given by (4-6). In this section, we
present simulations to verify this calculation. In addition, this section also presents
numerical results to compare zero loss buffer requirement for arrival process that
follows BOL and Bang Bang policy.

5.3.1.

S

im u l a t io n s

Simulations are designed to verify the calculation o f the worst case based maximal

average loss rate for LR s e r v e r s . __________________________________ _
jy j ia
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A single LR server employing the W FQ scheduling mechanism and variable length
packets is assumed. There are three sessions attended by the server at a rate o f
622M bps. Service weights assigned to sessions 1, 2 and 3 are 33%, 21% and 46%
respectively. The token generating rate for each session is 90% o f its reserved
service rate. The token bucket size is set at 51200 bytes while the input buffer size
varies from 5120 to 54000 bytes. The IP packet length varies from 40 to 1500
bytes, according to the distribution stated in [32]. To generate the worst case for
session 3, the arrival processes o f the other two sessions are greedy (input packets
to the m axim al extent), so that session 3 only receives its reserved service rate. The
arrival process o f session 3 follows the BOL policy.
loss probability -- analysis vs simulation

1

0.8

0.6
o
>N
XI

(C

X»

o

0 .4

0.2

0

F ig u r e

5-3. T h e

loss_prob_sim ulation
loss_prob analysis
15000 17000

20000

A

25000
30000
35000
netw ork input buffer size for session 3

45000

53171 6 0 0 0 0

w o r s t c a s e b a s e d m a x im a l a v e r a g e l o s s r a t e o f s e s s io n

PROCESS IS

3 w hen

a r r iv a l

BOL.

Figure 5-3 shows the worst case based loss probability o f session 3 against its input
buffer size (using BOL policy). The figure indicates that the results from the
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simulation and the analytical calculation are quite close, and the simulation result
is upper bounded by the analytical results.

5.3.2.

N umerical

results

Having determined that the arrival processes which follow the BOL policy result in
the maximal average loss rate, it is possible that, using the formulae derived from
BOL policy in previous sections, the input buffer allocation can be made to ensure
zero packet loss at an LR server. Because the zero loss buffer requirement given by
the formulae for BOL arrivals upper bounds the requirements o f other arrivals.
However, it is necessary to know when to use this bound in dimensioning the input
buffer for a network, how conservative it could be and what would be the savings
if not use this bound when the arrival process does not follow the BOL.
This section, therefore, compares the BOL policy and Bang Bang policy to present
•

How conservative the zero loss buffer allocation for an arrival process
following BOL would be in comparing with the Bang Bang policy.

•

The impact o f packet length on the upper bound o f the zero loss buffer
requirement.

To apply the arrival processes follow BOL and Bang Bang policy to WFQ, a well
known LR server, numerical data are collected against zero loss requirement.
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(5-1) compared with using process (4-5)

Figure 5-4 compares the zero loss buffer requirement for the arrival processes of
(4-5), i.e. BOL, and (5-1), i.e. the Bang Bang Policy. For Bang Bang arrival
process, the buffer requirement for guaranteeing zero loss is less than that of for
BOL arrival process. This also can be interpreted as buffer savings when
dimensioning the input buffer for the network if arrival process is considered to
follow Bang Bang policy other than BOL.
If the maximum packet length is 1500 byte, 5% more buffers required for the BOL
process than the Bang Bang arrival process. This figure also implies that it may be
too conservative to apply the zero loss buffer requirement for BOL to arrival
process other than BOL.
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5.4. Conclusions
This chapter, via case study, has extended the study o f arrival process that follows
the Bang Bang policy to the LR servers. The formulae used to calculate the
maximal average loss rate for Bang Bang process is derived.
In particular, this chapter also, with simulations, verified the calculation of the
maximal average loss rate o f a session in an LR server under the worst case
scenario. In addition, zero loss buffer requirements o f the LR server system for the
BOL and Bang Bang arrival processes are derived and numerically compared.
From the comparison we find that the upper bound of the zero loss buffer
requirement o f BOL can be conservative when arrival process does not follow
BOL policy.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Future Study
This dissertation has analysed the performance o f typical QoS mechanisms in IP
networks. These QoS mechanisms have been classified as either non-fractional
service rate reserved scheduling mechanisms or fractional service rate reserved.
With this classification, it is shown that most mechanisms supporting DiffServ are
non-fractional

service

rate

reserved

mechanism,

while

most

mechanisms

supporting IntServ are fractional service rate reserved. The advantage o f this
classification is that it decomposes complex problems into separate comparatively
simple problems. These simpler problems are in relation to the features o f QoS that
an IP network is supposed to provide to various kinds o f applications. Among non
fractional service rate reserved mechanisms, the focus has been two fundamental
scheduling mechanisms from which many others, including RED and RIO, are
derived. Among fractional service rate reserved mechanisms, we specifically
examine the loss behaviours o f a broad range o f QoS mechanisms called LR
servers, to which most well known mechanisms such as GPS, WFQ (PGPS) and
WF2Q belong.
Two key issues have been addressed in this dissertation. One is how well do the
scheduling mechanisms which support Diffserv perform in providing various QoS
levels. This issue has been addressed via a quantitative comparison o f TD and PS,
to examine the relative merits o f these scheduling mechanisms in the DiffServ
environment, and to develop suitable techniques in analysis modelling. The other
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issue is the performance behaviour, particularly the loss rate, of the various QoS
mechanisms under the worst case scenario, when the input buffer of the server is
finite. This performance issue has been addressed with analytical and simulation
work to determine the worst case loss rate for LR servers and the arrival processes
that result in the worst case.

6.1. S ummary of the dissertation
As a result o f the literature survey, this dissertation has identified the two key
issues for performance analysis o f QoS mechanisms in IP networks, namely the
performance o f DiffServ and IntServ. To address these issues, a classification is
proposed which groups QoS mechanisms based on whether the service rate is
reserved for different traffic classes.
Among the non-ffactional service rate reserved QoS mechanisms, two basic
DiffServ scheduling mechanisms, TD and PS, have been investigated. Our
performance analysis of TD indicates that changing the load of the non-preferred
flow has a minimal effect on packet loss o f the preferred flow. Given a fixed total
buffer size and identical arrival rate for both flows, there is a minimal
improvement in loss for the non-preferred flow when its threshold increases. In PS,
when the buffer allocation changes, a clear trade-off between packet loss and mean
packet delay for the preferred and non-preferred flows is observed. From this
comparison o f TD and PS, based on the premise that both mechanisms provide the
same level o f packet loss for preferred flows, TD provides a lower packet loss and
lower mean packet delay to the non-preferred flow than PS. However PS has the
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advantage over TD in providing a lower mean delay to the preferred flow.
Simulations o f PS with three traffic flows show that the flow with highest priority
will m eet the requirements o f DiffServ Expedited Forwarding (EF). To extend our
study, an approximate PS performance analysis is presented. It approximates
packet loss and mean packet delay for non-preemptive PS. The accuracy o f the
approximation has been verified with simulations.
Among the fractional service rate reserved QoS mechanisms, a broad range of QoS
mechanisms have been considered. Since fixture networks are more likely to be
heterogeneous in deploying QoS mechanisms, a general model is required to
analyse the performance o f these mechanisms. The Latency Rate Server (LR
Server) is ju st a such model that QoS mechanisms are characterised with only two
parameters: Latency and Rate. The definition o f LR server is based on the concept
o f session busy period, which depends only on the pattern o f arrivals and the
service rate reserved for the session. Because o f this, the arrival process is a key
factor affecting the packet loss rate o f a session at an LR server.
After a brief introduction to LR Server and its theory and properties, this
dissertation studied packet loss behaviours o f the LR servers. In particular, the
arrival process that results in the maximal average loss rate for individual sessions
o f LR server is determined. Formulae for calculating the loss rate are then derived
and zero loss buffer requirements for LR servers are obtained.
W ith a case study, we also extended the work o f [25] to a general case, where an
LR server is employed (rather than only GPS), to look at the maximal average loss
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rate when the arrival process follows the Bang Bang policy. This study suggests
that for guaranteed service level, it is important to select scheduling mechanisms
with smaller latency. By using the derivation o f (4-6) and (4-8), for any given
maximum packet loss requirement at LR servers, one can calculate the maximum
buffer required to guarantee a lower packet loss rate.

6.2. Future study
In addition to the work in this dissertation, it is important to look at maximal
average loss rate o f each session in the LR server if all sessions have the BOL
arrivals. Analytical work to address this issue is left for future study. It is also
noted that the end to end delay bound and zero loss buffer requirement for LR
servers are derived with an assumption that the maximal rate at which traffic can
be input to the network from leaky bucket is infinite [13][3][25], i.e.C/=a>. The
case when Q<oo is an open issue which needs to be addressed.
As discussed in the dissertation, it may in practice be necessary to combine the
characteristics o f IntServ and DiffServ in the future IP network. Some industry
products have already been prepared for this transition. For example, Lucent has
proposed its PacketStar 6400 series [36] to employ WFQ as a scheduling
mechanism with buffer management techniques. Therefore, further investigation is
required for the combined performance analysis o f DiffServ mechanisms and
IntServ Mechanisms.
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A bstract
I n te g r a te d s e r v ic e s I P
n e tw o rk s a re
e x p e c te d to p r o v id e a v a r ie ty o f se r v ic e s w ith
d iffe r e n tia te d
Q oS.
This
re q u ire s
the
im p le m e n ta tio n o f m ech a n ism s th a t can
d is c r im in a te s e r v ic e c la sse s in term s o f QoS.
T he
IE T F
has
re c e n tly
proposed
a
D iffe r e n tia te d S e rv ic e s (D iffserv) fr a m e w o r k
f o r p r o v is io n o f Q oS. In th is p a p e r w e a n a ly se
p e r fo r m a n c e o f tw o D iffse rv m echanism s:
T h re sh o ld D r o p p in g a n d P r io r ity S ch ed u lin g
in te rm s o f p a c k e t lo s s a n d m ean p a c k e t delay.
A c o m p a riso n o f th e tw o m ech an ism s is
c a r r ie d o u t w ith th e req u irem en t th a t both
m e c h a n ism s p r o v id e th e sa m e le v e l o f p a c k e t
lo ss f o r th e p r e f e r r e d flo w . This co m p a riso n
e x te n d s th e re su lts r e p o r te d in the litera tu re
f o r th e se tw o m ech an ism s. In p a rtic u la r, in
th is p a p e r w e d e te rm in e th e im p a ct o f buffer
th r e s h o ld a n d b u ffer s iz e on p a c k e t lo ss a n d
m ea n p a c k e t d e la y in th ese m echanism s.
K e y w o r d s — Diffserv, QoS, Threshold

Dropping, Priority Scheduling.

In t r o d u c t io n
Rapid growth o f new applications and the
need for differentiated Quality of Service
(QoS) has increased the demand for better
performance and flexibility o f the Internet to
support
both
existing
and
emerging
applications. The current Internet offers best
effort service to all users and is inadequate for
those applications with more stringent QoS
requirements.
Differentiated
Services
(Diffserv) framework has been proposed by
the IETF [6] [7] [8] [9]. In Diffserv, packets are
tagged with different priorities according to
their service classes. Service differentiation is
achieved when packets are processed and
forwarded by Diffserv mechanisms according

D. Jia

to packets’ priorities. Efficient support of
different QoS services, however, may require
the implementation o f different QoS
mechanisms in different parts of a network.
A number o f QoS mechanisms have been
proposed in literature including Threshold
Dropping (TD ) [8], Priority Scheduling (PS)
[9], Random Early Detection (RED) [11],
RED with In and Out profile packets (RIO) [3]
and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [1][2][10].
TD and PS can be regarded as basic
mechanisms from which the other mechanisms
have been derived. Hence comparative
performance of these two mechanisms in
providing required QoS is an important issue.
The results can be used to choose the
appropriate mechanism to provide the required
QoS for particular applications in the most
efficient manner. The above mechanisms have
been analysed in the literature to a certain
extent. These include the analysis of RIO in
[4] and WFQ in [1] and TD and PS in [5].
However, the important issue of how to
engineer these mechanisms for optimal
performance still needs to be tackled. In this
paper we carry out a performance comparison
of the TD and PS mechanisms with the aim of
providing the same level of packet loss to the
preferred flow. Our comparison allows us to
determine resultant packet loss for the non
preferred flow and mean packet delay for both
the preferred and non-preferred flows as a
function of various parameters of the two
mechanisms.
The paper is structured as follows. Section
2 briefly describes the operation of the TD and
PS mechanisms. Section 3 presents a
performance comparison of the mechanisms in
terms o f packet loss and mean packet delay.
The impact o f the threshold setting and buffer
partitioning on the relative performance of the
two mechanisms is also examined in this
section. Section 4 concludes the paper.
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T hreshold
Dropping
A threshold dropping mechanism is
depicted in Figure 1. Two arrival flows are
considered: preferred flow and non-preferred
flow. The preferred flow consists of packets
which are tagged in profile (i.e. which do not
violate their traffic contract) and the non
preferred flow consists of packets which are
tagged out of profile. Preferred flow should
receive preferential treatment with respect to
the non-preferred flow. This is achieved in the
TD mechanism by setting a threshold S. Non
preferred flow packets which arrive to the
system when the queue length exceeds S are
dropped. On the other hand preferred flow
packets are only dropped when the queue
length reaches the buffer size M.

K

Figure 1.
Threshold
mechanism with two packet flows

dropping

Figures 2 and 3 show simulation results for
the TD mechanism under various load and
threshold conditions. These results were
obtained assuming that preferred and non
preferred flows were Poisson with mean
arrival rate X\ and X2, respectively. Packet
service time was assumed to be exponential.
The mean packet delay is normalised with
respect to service time. No flow control and
packet re-transmission were considered

D. Jia

Figure 2 .

Loss

m e c h a n is m

and

under

d e la y

v a rio u s

b e h a v io rs

lo a d

fro m

of

both

TD
flo w s .

(B u ffe r se ttin g s : M = 1 0 0 , S = 3 0 ).

Figure 2 shows packet loss and mean
packet delay as a function of Xi and X2
(normalised with respect to |l). In this figure
the buffer size was set to M = 100 and the
threshold was set to S = 30. As expected,
increasing the load of the non-preferred flow
has little effect on packet loss experienced by
the preferred flow. The mean packet delays of
both flows are bounded by their thresholds.
Figure 3 shows the impact of threshold S on
packet loss and mean packet delay of the
preferred and non-preferred flows. In this
figure both flows had a fixed load of 0.7, the
total buffer size was set to M = 100 and the
threshold value S was varied from 10 to 90.
Under the above conditions increasing the

(a)
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threshold value results in little improvement in
packet loss of the non-preferred flow.
However, packet loss of the preferred flow
increases sharply as the threshold is increased
beyond approximately 40. Increasing the
threshold leads to a linear increase in the mean
packet delay for both flows.
padcot loss vs threshold of non-preferred lo w

0.1
0.01
0.001

I

I

£

0.0001
1O-05
10-06
10-07
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Figure 4.

Priority Finite Queues

Figure 5 shows simulation results for
packet loss and mean packet delay experienced
by the preferred and non-preferred flows in the
PS mechanism as a function of the buffer size
L allocated to the non-preferred flow. The total
buffer size (K+L) was set to 15 and preferred
and non-preferred flows were Poisson with
mean arrival rate A-i and X,2 , respectively.
Packet service time was assumed to be
exponential. The mean packet delay is
normalised with respect to service time. No
flow control and packet re-transmission was
considered.

10-08
10-09

preferred flo w .........
non-preferred now
20

/

40
60
threshold of non-preferred now

80

100

(a)

mean packet delay vs butter partition

Figure 3.

Impact o f threshold o f non
preferred flow on packet delay and loss

Priority
S cheduling
A priority scheduling mechanism handling
to packet flows is depicted in Figure 4. Packets
belonging to the preferred flow receive non
preemptive priority over packets belonging to
the non-preferred flow. Buffer sizes for the
preferred and non-preferred flows are set to K
and L, respectively.

K
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(b)

Figure 5.
Packet loss and mean
packet delay vs buffer partition for various of
np_rate (À2). Normalized arrival rate of
preferred flow (Xi) is 0.7.

Figure 5 shows a clear trade-off between
packet loss and mean packet when the buffer
allocation is changed. Mean packet delay
curves for non-preferred flow show interesting
behavior when buffer space allocated to non
preferred traffic is varied. The mean packet
delay for non-preferred flow is small when the
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buffer space allocation is either small (less
than 2) or large (more than 12). This is
because when the allocated buffer size is
small, the mean delay is bounded by the small
buffer size. When more buffer space is
allocated to non-preferred flow, however, the
buffer space left for preferred flow will be
decreased due to the constant total buffer size.
Under this scenario, packets from the non
preferred flow will spend less time waiting for
the queue of the preferred flow to become
empty. This behavior is due to the fact that we
ignore packet re-transmission in our simulation
and only consider the mean delay of those
packets which were not dropped from the
queue.

P erformance C omparison
TD and PS M echanisms

117
comparison of packet loss for non-preferred flow

Figure 6.

Packet loss Comparison

comparison of mean packet delay for both flows

of

In this section we present the results of a
number of simulations carried out to obtain
relative performance of the two mechanisms. We
set the two mechanisms with the same total
buffer space of 15 packets and the same link
capacity (normalized to 1). As in earlier tests the
preferred and non-preferred flows were modeled
as Poisson processes. For given arrival rates of
both flows, we varied the threshold S in the TD
mechanism and the buffer size K in the PS
mechanism until the same level of loss
probability for the preferred flow was obtained
from both mechanisms. We then compared the
resulting packet loss of the non-preferred flow
and the mean packet delay of both flows between
these two mechanisms. The packet loss and
mean packet delay results are shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7, respectively. The mean packet
delay is normalized with respect to service time.
Normalized arrival rate of non-preferred flow in
both figures is 0.7.

Figure 7.

Mean Packet Delay

Comparison

The results of Figure 6 indicate that the TD
mechanism has better performance in terms of
packed loss for the non-preferred flow when the
load of the preferred flow is light. When the load
is heavy the difference in packet loss between
the two mechanisms is negligible. The results of
Figure 7 indicate that as the load of the preferred
flow changes, the PS mechanism provides a
smaller mean delay to the preferred flow than
does the TD mechanism. However, the TD
mechanism results in a smaller mean delay for
the non-preferred flow.

C onclusion
Threshold dropping (TD) and priority
scheduling (PS) are two fundamental
mechanisms that can provide the ability to
discriminate between QoS of traffic classes in
Diffserv. Our performance investigation of the
TD mechanism indicated that changing the
load of the non-preferred flow has a minimal
D. Jia
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effect on packet loss o f the preferred flow.
W ith a fixed total buffer size and the same
arrival rate o f both flows, there is a minimal
improvement in loss for the non-preferred flow
when its threshold is increased. The mean
packet delays for both flows are bounded by
their thresholds. A clear trade-off between
packet loss and mean packet delay for the
preferred and non-preferred flows is observed
in the PS mechanism when the buffer
allocation is changed. The PS mechanism has
the advantage over the TD mechanism in
providing a lower mean delay to the preferred
flow when the two mechanisms are engineered
so as to provide the same level o f packet loss
for the preferred flow. However, under the
same scenario, the TD mechanism provides
lower packet loss and mean packet delay to the
non-preferred flow.
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Understanding Traffic Behavior -A n Approximation Method for
Computing PacketLoss and Mean Packet Delay in Non-Preemptive
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Abstract—F o r th c o m in g
a b ility

o f p r o v id in g

S e r v ic e

(Q o S )

to

I n te r n e t w ill h a v e

th e

d if f e r e n tia te d Q u a lity
d iffe r e n t

tr a ffic

of

c la s s e s .

U n d e r s ta n d in g th e p e r f o r m a n c e o f th e m o d e ls
u s e d in d is c r im in a tin g d iffe r e n t s e r v ic e c la s s e s is
a n im p o r ta n t issu e . P r io r ity S c h e d u lin g (P S ) is a
m o d e l th a t c a n d is c r im in a te tr a ffic c la s s e s a n d
e n g in e e r E x p e d ite d tr a ffic F o r w a r d in g (E F ) in
I n te r n e t [8 J .

In

th is p a p e r ,

we

a n a ly z e

th e

p e r f o r m a n c e o f P r io r ity S c h e d u lin g (P S ) a n d
d e te r m in e th e im p a c t o f its b u ffe r p a r titio n o n
th e

m e a n p a c k e t d e la y

and packet

lo ss.

In

p a r tic u la r , in o r d e r to s im p lif y th e a p p r o a c h o f
o b ta in in g th e m e a n p a c k e t d e la y a n d p a c k e t lo s s
p r o b a b ility , a n a n a ly tic a l a p p r o x im a tio n m e th o d
is p r o p o s e d f o r n o n -p r e e m p tiv e f i n i t e p r io r ity
q u e u e s. R e s u lts f r o m th e a p p r o x im a tio n m e th o d
under

v a r io u s

s c e n a r io s

are

v e r if ie d

w ith

sim u la tio n .
In dex
P r io r ity

T e rm s— Q u a lity
S c h e d u lin g

(P S ),

o f S e r v ic e
E x p e d ite d

F o r w a r d in g (E F ).

I

I n t r o d u c t io n

(Q o S ),
tra ffic

mechanisms
have
been
derived.
Hence
understanding performance o f PS in providing
required QoS is an important issue. In this paper,
we carry out simulations to analyze the
performance o f PS where the impact o f buffer
partition on the mean packet delay and packet
loss are examined. On the other hand, non
preemptive finite priority queues arise naturally
as models o f communication systems [13]. In
order to simulate practical situation, we look at
traffic behaviors o f non-preemptive priority
queues in terms o f packet loss and mean packet
delay. W ith non-preemptive priority rules, a
packet under service is allowed to complete
service without interrupt even i f a packet o f
higher priority arrives in the meantime. In [5],
Bertsekas and Gallager gave a solution to packet
loss probability distribution and mean packet
delay for infinite non-preemptive priority queues
that share a single server. But this solution
assumes the service rate o f both individual
queues is known. However, these service rates
are not known and still need to be obtained in
this case study. Similar approach by Sahu e t a l
[7] also needs to known service rate for
individual queue. May e t a l in [6] only give out a
solution to high priority queue. Both [6] and [7]
are assuming the buffer is scheduled according
to preemptive rule. Blondia in [13] provides a
method to calculate queue length distribution
and waiting time based on embedded Markov
chain and recursive formula. But this method is
difficult and complicated due to the recursive
formulas for computing the Laplace Transform
o f busy period o f preferred flow and blocking
time o f non-preferred flow. Apart from these,

Future Internet w ill be able to support service
differentiation in terms o f QoS. This requires
sufficient models to be engineered in different
parts o f a network. A number o f queuing models
have been proposed in literature including
Threshold
Dropping
(T D )
[9],
Priority
Scheduling (PS) [10], Random Early Detection
(R E D ) [12], RED with In and Out profile
packets (R IO ) [3] and Weighted Fair Queuing
(W FQ ) [1][2][11]. PS can be regarded as one ot
the basic mechanisms from which the other---- ___—.— ------ ;—
— — r
p
'
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t ere is less discussion on this issue in literature.
In this paper, a method to analytically
approximate the packet loss probability and
mean packet delay of finite non-preemptive
priority queues for two traffic flows is proposed.
Results of the approximation method are then
verified with simulations.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
overviews the performance of PS, in particular,
determines the impact of buffer partition on
packet loss and mean packet delay. In section 3,
an analytical approximation method has been
proposed for computing the packet loss and
mean packet delay of non-preemptive finite
priority queues with two traffic classes. Results
from both analytical approximation method and
simulation are then compared. Section 4
concludes the paper.
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Priority S cheduling

A non-preemptive finite priority queuing model
handling two traffic classes (preferred and non
preferred flows) is depicted in Figure 1. The
packets of preferred class (preferred flow) will
be served first. When the queue of preferred flow
is empty, the packets from non-preferred flow
will be served. We assume here that the packets
arrive at the server according to Poisson process
and the service time is exponentially distributed.
Buffer sizes for the preferred and non-preferred
flows are set to K and L, respectively. Service
rate fl is normalized to 1.

and non-preferred flows were Poisson processes
with mean arrival rates Xx and , respectively.
No flow control and packet re-transmission were
considered
The results show a clear trade-off between
packet loss and mean packet delay when the
buffer partition is changed. Mean packet delay
curves for non-preferred flow show interesting
behavior when buffer space allocated to non
preferred traffic is varied. The mean packet
delay for non-preferred flow is small when the
buffer space allocation is either small (less than
2) or large (more than 12). This is because when
the allocated buffer size is small, the mean delay
is bounded by the small buffer size. When more
buffer space is allocated to non-preferred flow,
however, the buffer space left for preferred flow
will be reduced due to the constant total buffer
size. Under this scenario, packets from non
preferred flow will spend less time waiting for
the queue of preferred flow being empty. This
behavior is due to the fact that we ignore packet
re-transmission in our simulation and only
consider the mean delay of those packets that
were not dropped from the queue.
In Figure 2, we denote:
NP

curves of non-preferred flow.

P

curves of preferred flow.

NP_rate mean arrival rate of non-preferred flow.
P_rate

mean arrival rate of preferred flow.
loss probability vs buffer size (P_rate=0.7)

Figure 1:

Priority finite Queues

Figure 2 shows simulation results for packet loss
and mean packet delay experienced by the
preferred and non-preferred flows in the PS
mechanism as a function of the buffer size L
allocated to the non-preferred flow. The total
buffer size (K+L) was set to 15 and preferred
D. Jia
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Mi

service rate for queue i

A;

mean arrival rate of flow i.

£
a factor that reducing the service rate of
preferred flow
due to the non-preemptive service rule.
Pi ——

utilization factor for queue i

Pi

Ill
A pproximation Method for
Priority S cheduling

Ct. the rate that packets are accepted by queue
i.
NQi the average number of packets in queue i.
R
the mean residual time of packet in server
Because after some K0 (K0=K for the queue with
high priority and L for queue with low priority.
For example, when K0-K , all following packets
from high priority flow will be dropped and

A n approximation method for priority

hence A]=0) ---- < 1, so all states in this

Figure 2: Packet loss and mean packet delay vs

buffer partition for various values of NP_rate
( ^ 2 )• P-Jrate ( Aj ) is set to 0.7 in this study.

A

i

SCHEDULING WITH TWO SERVICE CLASSES

Assume that there is a router deployed with
non-preemptive finite priority queues sharing a
single processor. Also assume that there are 2
classes of traffic (packet flows) with different
service preferences where class one has priority
over class two. Both two flows arrive at the
router according to Poisson process with
exponential distributed service time. The mean
arrival rate of class one and two is Al and Aj
respectively. Separate queue is maintained for
each class. Since the buffers for both queues are
finite (assuming size K is assigned to queue with
high priority and size L is assigned to queue with
low priority), all the packets that find queues full
are dropped. Packet retransmission is not
considered in this study. We intend to work out
the packet loss probability and the mean packet
delay experienced by both flows. The queueing
model can be referred as figure 1 in section 2.
Denote:
Pid probability of j packets are found in queue
i.
fd
service rate of the processor which is
normalized to 1
D. Jia

Pi

process will be ergodic [4] and there exists the
equilibrium probabilities {Pi}. Under steady
state, we have

i-A
Mi

1

Ao =

i + In*=1(A . Y
A ,
"*2,0
p

( 1)

A.

ll _ —2

1

—

1+ X

M2
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a

i-

,
j_

P
- - *P1 , 0
r l ,K

( 2)

AY4
(3)
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A
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\r1

£ 2 ,L

2, Y

A,

P:

A

— A ,0
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The basic idea o f this approximation is to
decompose the joint queues in figure 1 into
equivalent two individual queues with derivable
equivalent service rates. This w ill make the
above probabilities obtainable. Since the priority
is given to flow one (preferred flow), the flow
rivo (non-preferred flow) can only get serviced
during the processor is idle and the queue one is
empty as well. I f we approximate the service rate

[5],

—

2

- —

•

.Since

the

and £ tends to be a very small value), then
the service rate for class two can be derived as

in

the

processor is served at the same rate ¡J. no matter
which flow the packet belongs to, the mean
residual time can be derived as

R = j ±«=*1 , z i

Z a , OD
M

o f class one fj,x with /j, (the reason is jul = ju 8

packet

Mi

1= 1

So the mean packet delays for flow one and flow
two (preferred flow and non-preferred flow) are

D elay, ~ R + N @l

(12)

«1

f * aA
U]
1— 1 p =

i-

.

(5)

M AM

f . V™
A

Delay 2 = R + —^ 2
«2

From now on, the system can be equivalently
decomposed as two individual queues with

~P\jc)
°2

=/^

2,0

+^2,l,

(6 )

— ^2(1 -P y) (?)

In equilibrium, the average number o f packets in
both queues are derived as
NQt =

f «/>„
n
^=0

_k+i

= A ( l - ( * + l)A * + K p t

(8)

(l-p.Xl-P,**')

N&=£
)
«=0 ^ =/hir
0 TP \
i ) ir
\ \ P^
i )r 1 (9
According to Little’s formula, the average
waiting time for the packets in both queues are

W i

and

».

n q

2

«2

The mean residual time in server is [5]

* =t Ì> .* T
^

where

o°)

1=1

is the second moment o f service time.

When service times are exponentially distributed

D. Jia

(13)

N umerical R esults
The accuracy o f the approximation w ill be
affected if £ increased. This can take place when
the possibility that the server attends the packets
o f non-preferred flow increased. That is
1)

The buffer size o f non-preferred flow is very
large (compared with preferred flow) or

2)

The load o f non-preferred flow is heavy
(such as the load factor o f non-preferred
flow equal to 2.0).

In order to verify the efficiency and accuracy of
the approximation method, simulation is carried
out to implement the above situations.
First, we let the buffer size o f non-preferred flow
to be large (100 packets with comparison o f 4
packets o f preferred flow) and the load of
preferred flow be moderate (load factor is 0.5).
Then we observe the packets loss and mean
packet delay for both flows while varying the
load o f non-preferred flow. The focus in this
case has been the impact o f non-preferred flow
on packet loss when the load o f non-preferred
flow is more than 0.4. The comparison o f results
from simulation and approximation is shown in
Figure 3. Mean packet delay is normalized with
respect to service time._____________________
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Figure 3: Comparison of results from
simulation and approximation when buffer size
of non-preferred flow is large.
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Figure 4: The comparison results when the
load of preferred flow is heavy,
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com parison of loss probability (toad of non-preferred flow is 2.0 )

3, the mean packet delay is normalized with
respect to service time.
Figure 4 presents the comparison results when
the load of preferred flow is heavy (load factor
is 1.1). When the load of non-preferred flow is
heavy (load factor 2.0) and buffer size of the
two flows are kept the same (7 packets), we
vary the load for preferred flow from light
(load factor 0.1) to heavy (load factor 1.1). The
results from simulation and approximation are
depicted in Figure 5.

arrival rale of preferred flow (K=7, U=7)
comparison of loss probability (load of non-preferred flow is 2.0)

i'

The observations of the good agreement
between the curves of packet loss (for preferred
flow and non-preferred flow) from both
approximation and simulation are obtained in
Figure 3, 4 and 5. Same observations are also
obtained for mean packet delay. The
agreements of the numerical results show that
the approximation method is effective.
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C onclusion

A clear trade-off between packet loss and mean
packet delay for preferred and non-preferred
packets flow is observed in PS mechanism
when the buffer partition is changed. To
simplify the computation of packet loss and
mean packet delay of finite non-preemptive
priority queues, an approximation method is
proposed for two traffic classes (preferred flow
and non-preferred flow). The results from both
analytical
approximation
method
and
simulation are compared. Numerical results
indicate that the approximation method is
effective in terms of accuracy. This
approximation method provides a simple way
in understanding traffic behavior of the future
Internet where PS mechanisms are deployed.
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arrival rate for preferred flow (K=7,L=7)
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Figure 5: The comparison results when load
of non-preferred flow is heavy

[2]

[3]

In both figures 4 and 5, we denote the results
from simulation for preferred and non
preferred flow
as P_simulation and
NP_simulation respectively. Likewise, we
denote the results from approximation method
as P_approxi and NP_approxi. Same as Figure
D. Jia
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